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The diatom subclass Eunotiophycidae is often considered to be the first raphe- 
bearing group of diatoms. However, the subclass has not been well-studied 
phylogenetically, making the evolutionary history of both Eunotioid diatoms and 
ancestral and early raphid diatoms largely unknown. This study conducts a formal 
phylogenetic analysis of 60 araphid, Eunotioid, and Naviculoid diatoms using a 124 
character morphological analysis. Results indicate that the Naviculoid and Eunotioid 
diverged earlier than previously believed, so that Eunotioid diatoms do not form a 
transitional state between araphid and Naviculoid diatoms. Analyses conducted 
provide insight into the morphological characters in diatoms that are most informative 
when reconstructing a natural classification of diatoms based on shared evolutionary 
features (synapomorphies). The effects of including and excluding potentially 
homoplastic features in a large morphological analysis are also explored. 
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Diatoms are single-celled algae which are primary producers and contribute to 20- 
25% of net primary oxygen production globally (Werner 1977, Nelson et al. 1995). They 
also sit at the base of the food web in aquatic communities, where subtle shifts in 
environmental conditions can cause alterations in diatom community structure, which 
in turn can affect the feeding habits of sometimes highly selective aquatic grazers (Julius 
& Theriot 2010). Diatoms build cell walls using silicon dioxide; the cell is composed of 
two siliceous valves that fit one inside the other (much as a petri dish or pill box), to 
form one entire cell, or frustule (Figure 1.1). When diatoms undergo asexual 
reproduction, the frustule divides into its two component valve halves and forms a new 
valve inside the existing valve, causing a gradual reduction in size over the divisive 
cycle (Figure 1.2). 
Diatom research has a wide variety of applications including past climate 
reconstruction using sediment core samples, ocean core dating for oil exploration, water 
quality assessment, nanotechnology (both industrial and biomedical), and biofuel 





Figure 1.1 A whole diatom frustule with general structural parts labelled. The slightly 
larger outer half of the cell is called the epivalve, and the smaller inner portion of the 
frustule is called the hypovalve. Each valve is composed of the valve face and valve 
mantle. As the cell grows, it expands by adding girdle bands (alternately termed 
copulae) in concentric rings from the edge of the valve mantle, resulting in the faces of 
the epivalve and hypovalve pushing apart from one another. The entire set of girdle 
bands is also referred to as the theca. This term is modified to indicate the valve  
within the frustule the copulae are attached to, such as the epitheca for the girdle 
bands extending from the epivalve. Scale bar = 10 μm. 
 
The earliest fossil records of diatoms occur in the early Jurassic (ca. 190 mya) (Julius 
2007). These earliest diatoms were centric (radially symmetric) and very different than 
extant diatoms today. Estimates for the development of pennate form (bilaterally 
symmetric) diatoms range from the late Cretaceous to the Eocene (70-40 mya) (Sims et 
al. 2006, Julius 2007). A significant milestone in the evolution of diatoms is the evolution 
of the raphe system in pennate diatoms, which is responsible for the motility of several 
groups of diatoms. The earliest fossil record of raphid diatoms is in the Paleocene (66-56 
mya), although the diatoms identified are not considered to be a basal lineage within  





Figure 1.2 Example of a size diminution series of one diatom species, Eunotia arcuoides 
Foged (1977). Diatoms reproduce asexually by dividing and building a new daughter 
valve inside of the parent valve, therefore a gradual reduction in cell size is observed. 
Cells generally reduce in size by 2/3 from their maximum cell size before attempting 
to undergo sexual reproduction to restore to a large cell size (Geitler 1932). Scale bar = 
10 μm. 
 
to evolve in the late Cretaceous and other araphid pennate diatoms earlier still (Sims et 
al. 2006). The exact phylogenetic position of even major groups of diatoms is still 
undetermined. In particular the evolution of the raphe is an area of debate with two or 
more major competing hypotheses that have been a topic of debate since the early 20th 
century (Hustedt 1926, 1952, Kolbe 1956, Vyverman et al. 1998, Kociolek 2000, Williams 
and Reid 2006a,b, Burliga et al. 2013). 
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Historically, diatoms were classified in the most course phylogenetic context 
(generally as three subclasses within the class Bacillariophycidae) as either centric, 
araphid pennate, or raphid pennate (Simonsen 1979). It has been determined that both 
the centric and araphid pennate diatom classifications represent paraphyletic groups 
based both on morphological observation (Simonsen 1979) and on molecular analysis 
(Medlin et al. 1996, Medlin & Sato 2009). The current accepted classification places the 
diatoms within the phylum Bacillariophyta; however, the delimitation of taxa into 
classes is not agreed upon among diatomists. The first classification system includes 
three subclasses: Coscinodiscophyceae, which includes all of the centric diatoms; 
Fragilariophyceae, which includes the araphid pennate diatoms; and Bacillariophyceae, 
which includes the raphid pennate diatoms (Round et al. 1990). The second  
classification system includes a revised definition of the Coscinodiscophycideae and the 
introduction of the Mediophyceae to partition the centric diatoms into two classes based 
upon the geometry of strutted processes, and the Bacillariophyceae for all pennate 
diatoms (Medlin & Kaczmarska 2004). Neither of these classification systems is without 
fault as they both contain paraphyletic groups. Recent molecular analysis of more than 
200 diatom taxa using three genes (18s, rbcL, PSBc) resulted in a minimum of four  
clades (classes) of centric diatoms and two clades of pennate diatoms to maintain 
monophyly (supplemental file: MeanTree2_clades_resize.pdf) (Beals et al. unpublished 
data). Little analysis has been conducted on the evolutionary relationships between the 
two raphid subclasses of diatoms or between the raphid diatoms and their closest 
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araphid ancestors. The present study calls into question the monophyly of the raphid 
pennate diatoms as well. 
Within the raphid diatoms, there are two recognized subclasses, Bacillariophycidae 
and Eunotiophycidae (Round et al. 1990). While taxa within the diatom classes and 
subclasses are generally separated based on morphological characteristics of the diatom 
frustules or the arrangement of the plastids, these groups also exhibit different valve 
ontogenesis. The Bacillariophycidae is characterized by the raphe forming within the 
central sternum of the diatom frustule and being the first formed structure in the 
ontogeny of new diatom valves (Cox 2012). In contrast, the Eunotia valve ontogeny 
begins with complete development of the central sternum and the formation of much of 
the striation on the valve face before the raphe is completely formed (Mayama and 
Kuriyama 2002). Within the Eunotiophycidae, only the ontogeny of Eunotia has been 
studied. While this ontogeny may perhaps be extrapolated to other genera within the 
family Eunotiaceae (all with arcuate valve shape and short marginal raphes), this 
ontogeny almost certainly does not apply to the genus Peronia, which has a central 
raphe-sternum system similar to that in the Bacillariophycidae but is placed in the 
Eunotiophycidae based on the presence of several mucilage pores (rimoportulae),  
which is a defining character of the latter subclass (Mann in Round et al. 1990). 
The diatom genus Eunotia and other genera within the subclass Eunotiophycidae are 
often proposed as the groups containing the earliest evolutionary form of the raphe 
from which other “true raphid” diatoms (Bacillariophycidae) are derived. Several 
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different “proto-raphid” or basal raphid genera have been proposed, including the 
araphid genus Pseudohimantidium (Simonsen 1970), and the Eunotioid raphid genera 
Peronia (Hustedt 1952, Kociolek 2000, Williams and Reid 2006a), and Amphicampa (Kolbe 
1956), but no definitive conclusions have been drawn. These genera are relatively 
different morphologically, ecologically, and geographically. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Morphology of Pseudohimantidium pacificum as illustrated by Round et al. 
(1990). Pseudohimantidium exhibits a similar frustule morphology to members of the 
Eunotioid genera, but possesses rows of rimoportulae internally that open into a fused 
slit externally on the valve face and mantle. A small row of pores on the valve mantle 
extrudes mucilage stalks to allow attachment of cells to their copepod hosts (Gibson 
1979). 
 
Pseudohimantidium is a marine epizoic diatom that does not have a raphe, but rather 
a row of mucilage pores internally which form external slits at the ventral apices of each 
diatom valve in a similar position to the Eunotiaceae raphe (Figure 1.3). Amphicampa is 
found in circumneutral to alkaline freshwater (Spaulding and Edlund 2009) and has a 
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very short marginal raphe restricted to the valve apices and a mucilage pore at one apex 
of each valve in a frustule. Peronia is most diverse in acidic tropical freshwaters and has 
a central raphe that is much more developed in one valve than the other in each frustule 
(Round et al. 1990). Additionally, Peronia has three mucilage pores per frustule: one at 
each pole of the valve with the fully developed raphe, and only one on the opposing 
valve (Figure 1.4). 
 
Figure 1.4 Morphology of the genus Peronia. One valve in each frustule has a centrally 
located raphe with rimoportulae at each apex, while the other has a reduced raphe 





As the origin of the raphe in diatoms is still uncertain and few or no substantiated 
examples of proto-raphid diatoms have yet been identified, several major competing 
phylogenetic hypotheses may be summarized as: 1) the “Eunotioid” and “true raphid” 
diatoms share a common proto-raphid ancestor and therefore the raphe structure in 
both groups is homologous; a taxon such as Peronia is basal in the evolution of the raphe 
and the Eunotioid raphe represents subsequent raphe reduction and marginalization 2) 
the Eunotiophycidae and Bacillariophycidae raphe structures are homologous and a 
short marginal raphe structure such as in Amphicampa represents the basal lineage or 3) 
the raphe structure in Eunotioid and true-raphid diatoms are independently derived 
and are therefore analogous, not homologous structures. 
This study aims to test hypotheses regarding the evolution of the diatom raphe by 
conducting a detailed morphological cladistics analysis of the Eunotioid diatoms, as 
well as several closely related araphid taxa and several typical Naviculoid taxa. The 
most essential part of this process is successfully identifying appropriate taxa to use in 
the analysis. Concurrently with the selection of taxa to analyze, a set of characters to use 
for morphological analysis must be selected and defined within a character matrix. 
Recent attempts to unravel the relationships within the raphid diatoms (Kociolek 2000, 
Williams and Reid 2006a,b, etc.) have identified several taxa of interest morphologically. 
These taxa, along with several araphid taxa including representatives from 
Pseudohimantidium, and new genera that have been described within the 
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Eunotiophycidae recently (e.g. Eunotioforma Kociolek et Burliga in Burliga et al. 2013, 
Colliculoamphora Williams and Reid 2006b, Amphorotia Williams and Reid 2006a, 
Actinellopsis J.C. Taylor, B. Karthick et Kociolek in Taylor et al. 2014, which is only the 
second genus to be placed in the family Peroniaceae), were included in the phylogenetic 
analysis of raphe structures. Additionally, ecological requirements were incorporated 
into taxon selection and analysis. The majority of the taxa from the Eunotiophycidae 
prefer acidic habitats (Lange-Bertalot et al. 2011). Taxa from alkaline habitats, such as 
Eunotia arcuoides Foged (Beals and Potapova 2013), or marine habitats, such as 
Colliculoamphora species (Williams and Reid 2006b), will be of particular interest. 
Selection of taxa to include in the analysis was informed by pre-existing published 
phylogenies of diatoms when possible. Additionally, a large phylogenetic analysis of 
existing genetic data within GenBank was conducted to allow for concentrated taxon 
sampling surrounding the Eunotioid diatoms (Fig. 1.5). Recent molecular analyses have 
greatly increased the taxonomic resolution within several clades of centric and araphid 
pennate diatoms (e.g. Alverson et al. 2011, Li et al. 2015, Theriot et al. 2010, Medlin et al. 
2008), however these efforts have been much more limited within the raphid diatoms. 
Although the Eunotiophycidae have been identified as playing a key role in the 
evolution of the raphe, very little molecular analysis has been completed within the 
subclass. A search in the Catalog of Diatom Names maintained (until 19 September 
2011) by the California Academy of Sciences yielded 2307 published Eunotia names 





Figure 1.5 Inset of 3-gene molecular clock phylogeny targeting the araphid pennate 
sister clades to the raphid taxa and the Eunotioid taxa. Node labels indicate posterior 
values for clade support. Araphid taxa are printed in red and Eunotioid taxa are 
printed in green. A box is drawn surrounding the clade containing both the Eunotia 
taxa included in the analysis and the most closely related araphid taxa. 
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Eunotia sequences yielded 78 sequences for 17 different species (9 named, and 8 
unidentified). This equates to at least a partial sequence for 0.7% of Eunotia species. 
Outside of the genus Eunotia, GenBank contains one sequence for an unnamed 
Eunophora species, and three for unnamed Actinella taxa (of which one is incorrectly 
identified as Actinella). In contrast, a similar search and calculation was conducted for 
the centric genus Thalassiosira, which is one of the most studied diatom genera and 
contains a member with a whole-genome sequence completed (Armbrust et al. 2004), 
yielded a total of 24% of taxa sequenced. 
The study of the evolution of the diatom raphe has the potential to be transformative 
in the field of diatom research as the evolutionary schema surrounding the raphe 
development is still unknown. Being able to place an evolutionary order in early raphid 
diatom taxonomy would allow predictions to be made about the geologic age of 
particular diatom lineages or groups. Additionally, the possibility that a detailed 
structure such as the raphe could have evolved more than once within the diatoms 
would have a broader interest and impact beyond the diatom research community. 
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Chapter II: TESTING HYPOTHESES OF EUNOTIOPHYCIDAE EVOLUTION: 
HAVE WE REALLY DISCOVERED ANYTHING OVER THE LAST CENTURY, 
AND WHY DO WE BELIEVE THAT PERONIA BRÉBISSON ET ARNOTT EX 
KITTON (BACILLARIOPHYCEAE) IS ANCESTRAL? 
Preface 
 
In the course of background research undertaken for both an NSF proposal for a 
fellowship with the East Asian Pacific Summer Institutes (EAPSI) program in Japan 
(funded summer 2015), and for completion of the present research study, a manuscript 
was prepared. This manuscript, authored by Jennifer M. Beals and Matthew L. Julius, is 
currently under review with the journal Protist. As this manuscript contains some 
preliminary analyses relevant to the study and some illustrated evolutionary sequences 
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The evolutionary origin of the raphe continues to be an unresolved and 
controversial topic in diatom research. Contributing to the difficulty in clarifying and 
understanding is that multiple questions are being simultaneously asked. These 
simultaneous queries are not 100% compatible. Here, we look at evolutionary 
arguments relating to the evolution of the raphe and evaluate them in a hypothesis 
testing fashion. In this manuscript we clarify multiple questions concerning raphe 
evolution. We then select the single evolutionary question that can be corroborated or 
refuted with existing understanding of the morphological diversity of diatoms. 
Specifically, is Peronia a likely candidate to be the first raphe-bearing diatom? Using 
known morphological diversity analyzed via cladistic analysis, multiple hypotheses 
concerning the phylogenetic position of Peronia are tested. In all cases the idea of Peronia 
being a basal raphid lineage is rejected. This conclusion has been further corroborated 
by recent molecular investigations. This manuscript then demonstrates the need to test 
historically accepted evolutionary statements that have not been tested with modern 
methodologies. 





After shape, the raphe is the most commonly used morphological feature for 
taxonomic identification of diatoms. The Eunotioid diatoms are generally regarded as a 
monophyletic group because of their unusual raphe position and the presence of apical 
rimoportulae. This group is also considered to be the first raphe-bearing lineage in 
diatoms. Despite this, few investigations have undertaken detailed consideration of the 
raphe’s evolutionary development among Eunotioid and other species. Most of the 
literature concerning this topic can be placed into one of three categories. These are as 
follows: 1) is Peronia Brébisson et Arnott ex Kitton (1868) the basal taxon to Eunotioid 
diatoms, 2) what is the ontogeny of the raphe, specifically what is its developmental 
cycle, and 3) is the raphe singularly derived or does it have multiple origins? Burliga et 
al. (2013) is the most recent contribution to this literature and defends the position of 
Peronia as a basal taxon to the Eunotioid and other raphid lineages. In contrast to this 
position, Williams & Reid (2006a) create a character matrix for some Eunotioid diatoms 
and identify a highly derived Peronia nested among Eunotioid diatoms as the 
hypothesis best supported by their data. 
Kolbe (1956), Mann (1984), and Simonsen (1979) all present arguments concerning 
the ontogeny of the raphe. Mann and Simonsen argue that a single rimoportula 
elongates through an evolutionary series to become the modern raphe, and Kolbe 
argues that a series of pores (not distinguishing between punctae or rimoportulae) align 
to become the raphe. Simonsen (1979) suggests that Hasle (1973) falsifies the idea of 
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punctae aligning to become a raphe, but both Mann (1984) and Simonsen (1979) state or 
imply that data does not exclude aligning and fusion of multiple rimoportula as an 
alternate to single rimoportula elongation. 
While Mann (1984) does not identify a specific ancestral lineage that gives rise to the 
raphid diatoms, Simonsen (1979) does. As noted by Williams and Reid (2006a), 
Simonsen suggests the possibility of two unique evolutionary origins for Eunotioid and 
Naviculoid diatoms, with the Eunotioid diatoms sharing an ancestry with the 
Protoraphidaceae diatoms and the Naviculoid diatoms having another araphid 
ancestor. 
Most of the researchers mentioned above selected data to support their hypothesis 
narrative, but only one conducts a formal phylogenetic hypothesis test (Williams and 
Reid 2006a). The Williams and Reid hypothesis has not been widely accepted by the 
diatom community, with many being skeptical of its plausibility (Burliga et al. 2013). 
Further, the Williams and Reid data set was not constructed to test the ontogenetic 
development of the raphe or its monophyly. These previous investigations emphasize 
the need for future researchers to specifically identify the focus of their research. Several 
of these past investigations, for example, presupposed the monophyly of the raphe 
(Burliga et al. 2013), and therefore preclude an adequate test of its monophyly. We 
understand the desire to simplify this character into a presence/absence category 
because the complexities of the structure present challenges in character coding. 
However, if the ontogenetic origin of the raphe is to be investigated, and competing 
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hypotheses concerning which raphid lineages are basal are to be adequately tested, this 
character must be coded in a complex fashion (Patterson 1988). Patterson’s test of 
conjunction illustrates the need for complex coding and the troublesome nature of the 
raphe’s morphological complexity. If the rimoportula gave rise to the raphe, why do we 
have examples of taxa with both structures? Specifically is the helictoglossa an iteration 
of the rimoportula and do multiple rimoportulae represent serial homology? This 
would support Kolbe (1956) and not the elongation theory (Mann 1984; Simonsen 1984). 
In this manuscript we conduct a cladistic analysis using Burliga et al.’s (2013) 
character and taxon set to formally test their untested phylogenetic hypothesis. 
Additionally, we reanalyze Williams and Reid’s (2006a) character data set using all 
species from Burliga et al.’s (2013) discussion. Finally, we analyze a data set combining 
Burliga et al.’s (2013) and Williams and Reid’s (2006a) data sets with an expanded taxon 
set. None of these data sets are sufficient for corroborating or falsifying theories 
concerning either the ontogenetic origin of the raphe or its monophyly, as sufficient 
coverage of araphid diversity is not present in the taxon data sets. The three analyses 
presented here do, however, present a strongly supported and tested hypothesis 
concerning the phylogenetic position of Peronia in relation to Eunotioid diatoms. 
Materials and methods 
 
Three separate cladistics analyses were performed using three different data 
matrices (Tables 2.1−2.6). The first created a data matrix for the annotated phylogenetic 
tree in Burliga et al. (2013, Fig. 2.5) and used taxa from their untested phylogenetic 
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hypothesis for the analysis. The second used cladistics characters described by Williams 
and Reid (2006a) and the taxa detailed in Burliga et al. (2013) for the analysis. The final 
cladistic analysis utilized all taxa and characters merged from Burliga et al. (2013) and 
Williams and Reid (2006a). In this final analysis duplicate characters were reduced to 
single characters with the maximum number of described character states. 
Table 2.1. Characters and states adapted from the hypothesis presented in Burliga et al. (2013). 
 Character 0 1  2 
1 Raphe Absent Present   
2 Rimoportula Absent Present   




Raphe and axial area predominantly on valve 
Absent Ventral Central 
mantle Absent Present  
6 Raphe shape Straight Curved Tightly curved 
 
 
Williams and Reid (2006a) and Burliga et al. (2013) presented hypotheses based 
upon generic level observations. For the three analyses presented here, individual 
species were coded as representatives of the genus. Generitypes were used as the 
exemplar species in each of these cases. Taxa from Eunotioid genera described after the 
publication of Williams and Reid (2006a) and Burliga et al. (2013) (Perinotia (D. 
Metzeltin et H. Lange-Bertalot (2007), Actinellopsis (J.C. Taylor, B. Karthick et Kociolek 
in J.C. Taylor et al. (2014)) were also included in the third comprehensive cladistics 
analysis, and generitypes were again used as exemplar species. 
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Taxon 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Actinella punctata 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Actinella punctata 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Amphicampa eruca 1 1 1 1 0 0 
Amphorotia clevei 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Amphorotia clevei 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Colliculoamphora reichardtiana 1 0 1 0 1 1 
Cymbella cymbiformis 1 0 1 2 0 0 
Eunotia arcus 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Eunotioforma mattogrossiana 1 1 1 2 0 2 
Fragilaria pectinalis 0 1 0 2 ? ? 
Navicula tripunctata 1 0 0 2 0 0 
Peronia fibula 1 1 1 2 0 0 
Semiorbis hemicyclus 1 0 1 2 1 0 
 
 
All characters were unordered and equally weighted to minimize the number of a 
priori assumptions made about the data set. No prior assumptions of character polarity 
were made in this analysis. All taxa were analyzed together and were unweighted. All 
species included in the cladistics analysis were coded using existing micrographs from 
the literature (Table 2.7). For taxa with ambiguous character expression, species were 
coded in the matrices multiple times with an entry for each variation in character state. 
For each of three cladistics analyses, the branch and bound procedure in PAUP, 
version 4.0a147 (Swofford 2003), was used to find all most parsimonious cladograms. 
Once most parsimonious trees were identified for each data matrix, both strict and 
majority rules (50%) consensus trees were constructed. Two “non-Eunotioid” species, 
Navicula tripunctata (O.F. Müller) Bory (1822) and Fragilaria pectinalis (O.F.Müller) 
Lyngbye (1819) were designated as the outgroup. The outgroup taxa are also reasonably 
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similar morphologically to the ingroup, making it possible to code characters 
adequately. Exceptions to this include characters associated with the raphe, making 
araphid taxa especially troublesome to code. In these cases outgroup character states for 
Fragilaria pectinalis were coded as “?”. 
Table 2.3. Reproduction of characters and states used in analysis by Williams and Reid (2006a, 
Table 2). 
 




















deep dorsal mantle, 
shallow or absent 
ventral mantle 
 
equal dorsal and 
ventral mantle 
  
3 Marginal spines absent present   


















on the valve face 










on the valve face 












































coaxial, not deflected 
non-coaxial, 








Table 2.4. Taxonomic matrix using taxa considered in Burliga et al. (2013) and character states 




 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Actinella punctata 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 
Amphicampa eruca 0 1 0 1 ? 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Amphorotia clevei 0 0 1 1 3 1 0 2 1 1 0 
Colliculoamphora reichardtiana 0 1 0 0 ? 1 0 2 0 1 0 
Cymbella cymbiformis 0 1 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 1 2 
Eunotia arcus 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 
Eunotioforma mattogrossiana 0 1 0 1 ? 0 ? 1 1 0 0 
Fragilaria pectinalis 0 1 1 1 0 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
Navicula tripunctata 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Peronia fibula 1 1 1 1 ? 2 1 1 2 0 0 




Table 2.5. Combined characters and states from first two analyses. Duplicated characters were reduced to a single character. 
 
 Character 0 1 2 3 
1 Raphe Absent Present   










4 Striae interruption Absent Ventral Central  
















Deep dorsal mantle, 
shallow or absent ventral 
mantle 
 
Equal dorsal and ventral 
mantle 
  
8 Marginal spines Absent Present   




Position of raphe 
 
On the valve face 





on valve mantle 
11 Terminal fissures On the valve face Turning across valve face   
12 Integration of raphe Fully integrated Incompletely separated Separate  
13 Raphe slits Long, with central nodule Short Peronia-type  
14 External raphe fissures Simple groove Border by rims of silica   
 
15 
Central internal raphe 
endings 
 
Coaxial, not deflected 
Non-coaxial, deflected in 
opposite directions 
Non-coaxial, deflected 
in same direction 
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Table 2.6. Combined taxonomic matrix including taxa and characters from both analyses and 
newly described Eunotioid genera since the publication of Burliga et al. (2013). 
Character 
 
Taxon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Actinella punctata 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 
Actinella punctata 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 
Actinellopsis murphyi 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 ? 0 1 1 1 0 0 
Actinellopsis murphyi 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 ? 1 1 1 2 0 0 
Amphicampa eruca 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 ? 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Amphora (Amblyamphora)                
obtusa var. crassa
 1
 0 1 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Amphora ovalis 1 0 1 ? 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Amphorotia clevei 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 2 1 1 0 




 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ? 1 0 2 0 1 0 
Cymbella cymbiformis 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 1 2 
Eunophora tasmanica 1 0 1 ? 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 
Eunotia arcus 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 
Eunotioforma mattogrossiana 1 2 1 2 2 0 1 0 ? 0 ? 1 1 0 0 
Fragilaria pectinalis 0 1 0 2 ? 0 1 1 0 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
Fragilaria pectinalis 2 0 1 0 2 ? 0 1 1 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
Navicula tripunctata 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 
Perinotia jankae 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 ? 1 0 2 1 0 0 
Peronia fibula 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 0 
Peronia fibula 2 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 0 0 




Majority rules (50%) and strict consensus trees were generated for each data matrix. 
The first analysis using the Burliga et al. (2013) data consisted of 13 taxa (two duplicate 
taxa with alternately coded character states, Actinella punctata, and Amphorotia clevei) 
and 6 characters. The analysis resulted in 103 most parsimonious trees with 12 steps, 
retention index (RI) of 0.778 and consistency index (CI) of 0.667. The strict consensus 
tree showed no resolution (Fig. 2.1), and the majority rules tree showed a weak 
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separation of Colliculoamphora D.M. Williams et G. Reid (2006b), Amphorotia D.M. 
Williams et G. Reid (2006a), Actinella F.W. Lewis (1864), and Eunotia Ehrenberg (1837) 
from the remaining unresolved taxa (Fig. 2.2). 
The second analysis was conducted using the data matrix from Williams and Reid 
(2006a) and the taxa considered in Burliga et al. (2013). This analysis included 11 taxa 
and 11 characters, and resulted in 8 most parsimonious trees with 12 steps, RI 0.650, and 
CI 0.682. The strict consensus tree resulted in a clade consisting of Semiorbis R.M. Patrick 
in Patrick and Reimer (1966), Colliculoamphora, and the Bacillarioid diatoms, and 
separation of the Eunotioid diatoms into two groups, with the exclusion of Amphorotia 
(Fig. 2.3). The majority rules tree resulted in two well-supported clades with the same 
topology as the strict consensus tree (Fig. 2.4). 
The final analysis with the combined data sets included 21 taxa (five duplicate taxa 
with alternately coded character states, Fragilaria pectinalis, Actinella punctata, Amphorotia 
clevei, and Peronia fibula) and 15 characters, and resulted in 81 most parsimonious trees 
with 49 steps, RI 0.490, and CI 0.695. The strict consensus tree showed poor resolution 
(Fig. 2.5). The majority rules tree was resolved with strong support and placed  
Semiorbis, Amphorotia, and Actinella in basal positions, while Eunotia, Colliculoamphora, 
Eunotioforma Kociolek et Burliga in Burliga et al. (2013), Peronia, Actinellopsis J.C. Taylor, 
B. Karthick et Kociolek in J.C. Taylor et al. (2014), Eunophora W. Vyverman, Sabbe et 
 
D.G. Mann in W. Vyverman et al. (1998), and the Bacillarioid taxa were identified as 




Table 2.7. List of taxa included in analysis with references for original description and concept references used to code morphological 
features. 
 
Taxon Authority Reference Taxonomic Reference 
Actinella F.W. Lewis (1864) Lewis 1864  
Actinella punctata F.W. Lewis (1864) Lewis 1864 Beals 2011, Kociolek 2000 
Actinellopsis J.C. Taylor, B. Karthick et Kociolek in J.C. Taylor 
et al. (2014) 
 
Taylor et al. 2014 
 
Taylor et al. 2014 
Actinellopsis murphyi J.C. Taylor, B. Karthick & Kociolek in J.C. 
Taylor et al. (2014) 
 
Taylor et al. 2014 
 
Amphicampa (Ehrenberg) Ralfs in A. Pritchard (1861) Pritchard 1861 Kolbe 1956 
Amphicampa eruca Ehrenberg (1854) Ehrenberg 1854 Kociolek 2000 
Amblyamphora Cleve (1895) Cleve 1895 Schoeman & Archibald 1987 
Amphora (Amblyamphora) obtusa var. crassa Tempère & H. 
Peragallo (1908) 
 
Tempère & Peragallo 1908 
 
Stepanek & Kociolek 2014 
Amphora Ehrenberg ex Kützing (1844) Kützing 1844 Lee & Round 1987 
Amphora ovalis (Kützing) Kützing (1844) Kützing 1844  
Amphorotia D.M. Williams & G. Reid (2006a) Williams & Reid 2006a Williams and Reid 2006a 
Amphorotia clevei (Grunow) D.M. Williams and G. Reid (2006a) Williams & Reid 2006a  
Colliculoamphora D.M. Williams & G. Reid (2006b) Williams & Reid 2006b Williams & Reid 2006b 
Colliculoamphora reichardtiana (Grunow) D.M. Williams and G. 
Reid (2006b) 
 
Williams & Reid 2006b 
 
Cymbella C. Agardh (1830) Agardh 1830 Krammer 2002 
Cymbella cymbiformis C. Agardh (1830) Agardh 1830  
Eunophora W. Vyverman, Sabbe et D.G. Mann in W. 
Vyverman et al. (1998) 
 
Vyverman et al. 1998 
 
Vyverman et al. 1998 
Eunophora tasmanica R. Vyverman et Sabbe in W. Vyverman et 
al. (1998) 
 
Vyverman et al. 1998 
 
Eunotia Ehrenberg (1837) Ehrenberg 1837 Mayama and Kobayasi 1991 





Table 2.7 cont’d 
Taxon Authority Reference Taxonomic Reference 
Eunotioforma Kociolek & Burliga in Burliga et al. (2013) Burliga et al. 2013 Burliga et al. 2013 
Eunotioforma mattogrossiana Kociolek, Burliga et Salomoni in 
Burliga et al. (2013) 
 
Burliga et al. 2013 
 
Fragilaria Lyngbye (1819: 182) Lyngbe 1819 Tuji and Williams 2006 
Fragilaria pectinalis (O.F.Müller) Lyngbye (1819) Lyngbe 1819  
Navicula Bory (1822) Bory 1822 Lange-Bertalot 2001 
Navicula tripunctata (O.F. Müller) Bory (1822) Bory 1822  
 
Perinotia D. Metzeltin & H. Lange-Bertalot (2007) 
Metzeltin & Lange-Bertalot 
2007 
Metzeltin and Lange-Bertalot 
2007 
 
Perinotia jankae D. Metzeltin et H. Lange-Bertalot (2007) 
Metzeltin & Lange-Bertalot 
2007 
 
Peronia Brébisson et Arnott ex Kitton (1868) Kitton 1868 Round et al. 1990 
Peronia fibula (Brébisson ex Kützing) Ross (1956) Ross 1956  
Semiorbis R.M. Patrick in Patrick and Reimer (1966) Patrick & Reimer 1966 Reid and Williams 2010 






Burliga et al. (2013) 
 
Both the majority rule consensus tree and the strict consensus tree returned a largely 
unresolved polytomy (Figs. 2.1, 2.2). In both cases the unresolved polytomies were 
consistent with Burliga et al.’s (2013) hypothesis, but were also consistent with all other 
competing hypotheses. The analysis therefore failed to exclude any opinions concerning 












Figure 2.2. Majority rules tree for taxa and characters presented in Burliga et al. (2013). 
 
Williams and Reid (2006a) 
 
Both the strict consensus and majority rules trees have considerable resolution (Figs. 
 
2.3,2. 4). As would be expected, the majority rules has more resolution than the strict 
consensus tree, and has two major clades in the ingroup. One contains exclusively 
Eunotioid taxa, and the second contains a majority of Naviculoid taxa with the addition 
of Semiorbis (Fig. 2.4). The strict consensus collapses Eunotioid and Naviculoid taxa to a 
somewhat unresolved polytomy (Fig. 2.3). This result is interesting because it is 
consistent with both ontogenetic origin hypotheses, needing only the addition of 
araphid taxa holding a phylogenetic position between the Eunotioid and Naviculoid 
clades to support a multiply derived raphe. Also of interest is the placement of Semiorbis 
into the Naviculoid clade, as Semiorbis is one of the few Eunotioid taxa without a 
rimoportula. Of greatest importance to this investigation is that Peronia has a derived 
position in both the topologies of the strict and majority rules consensus trees (Figs. 2.3, 







Figure 2.3. Strict consensus tree for taxa presented in Burliga et al. (2013) using the 





Figure 2.4. Majority rules tree for taxa presented in Burliga et al. (2013) using the 




The strict consensus returned a largely unresolved tree (Fig. 2.5), but the majority 
rules consensus tree returned a well-resolved topology depicting relationships that  
were more complex than Eunotioid and Naviculoid lineages (Fig. 2.6). In both cases, 




suspicion is that the addition of more taxa and characters will clarify the relationships 
among all species. 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Strict consensus tree for the combined data set using taxa and characters 
from both Burliga et al. (2013) and Williams and Reid (2006a). 
 
It is interesting that two of the tree analyses (analysis 2, 3) identified Peronia as a 
highly derived taxon consistent with the analysis of Williams and Reid (2006a). The 
other analysis does not refute Peronia as a highly derived taxon, but rather fails to 
differentiate any hypothesis concerning its phylogenetic position (analysis 1). These 







Figure 2.6. Majority rules tree for the combined data set using taxa and characters 
from both Burliga et al. (2013) and Williams and Reid (2006a). 
 
Implications of analyses 
 
The idea of Peronia as a basal taxon to the raphid diatoms has a long history in the 
diatom literature (Hustedt 1926; 1952), which would make its highly derived position in 
phylogenetic reconstructions seem radical. We believe that the derived nature of Peronia 
is rather obvious and logical in context of the known morphological diversity of 
diatoms, and that the conventional/ historical idea of a basal Peronia is the result of 
considering or comparing limited characters on a single valve rather than using all or a 
majority of features in a whole frustule. Peronia has a heterovalvar morphology which 
has to be accounted for in any hypothesis of evolutionary sequence. This dichotomy of 




rimoportula. Both features are essential to any discussion of raphe evolution, ontogeny, 
or acquisition. Specifically, Peronia has a “raphe” valve with a fully developed raphe 
and a “pseudo raphe” valve with a reduced raphe (Round et al. 1990). Additionally, the 
“raphe” valve has two rimoportulae (one at each apex) and the “pseudo raphe” valve 
has a single rimoportula at the footpole. 
To illustrate the point above, schematics of evolutionary sequences are presented 
(Figs. 2.7-2.10), with the “minimal” number of evolutionary steps enumerated. Note, we 
are not suggesting that any of these schematics is definitive in its portrayal of raphe 
evolution but rather a “thought tool” to demonstrate the (im)plausibility of Peronia as a 
derived taxon. We also freely admit that we are only characterizing rimoportular and 
raphe modifications in the depictions and that considerations should include valve 
outline and frustular symmetry. Each of these character sets further complicates the 
sequence and increases the number of evolutionary steps required. However, this 
increase only emphasizes the unparsimonious nature of the basal Peronia hypothesis. 
Utilizing only rimoportular and raphe modifications also allows consistent comparison 







Figure 2.7 “Immaculate Raphe” Hypothesis: This summarizes the historic position 
arguing for Peronia as a basal raphe-bearing diatom. If heterovalvar differences in the 
genus are ignored, Naviculoid and Eunotioid lineages can emerge in three 
evolutionary steps. Step 1: raphe is spontaneously generated. Step 2: raphe is 
displaced giving rise to Eunotioid taxa. Step 3: rimoportula is lost creating Naviculoid 
lineages. 
 
Figure 2.7 depicts the “traditional” single valve evolutionary sequence progressing 
from an araphid ancestor through Peronia to Eunotioid and Naviculoid lineages. This 
sequence requires a minimum of three evolutionary steps; 1) raphe acquisition, 2) 







Figure 2.8 Minimum evolutionary sequence with Peronia as basal raphid lineage when 
heterovalvy is accounted for. Step 1: loss of one rimoportula on one valve. Step 2: 
Acquisition of raphe. Step 3: Raphe morphologies become identical on each valve. 
Step 4: Naviculoid lineages are derived via the loss of all rimoportulae. Steps 5 and 6: 
A rimoportula is either lost or gained (one step) and the raphe is displaced (one step) 
to give rise to Eunotioid lineages. 
 
Figure 2.8 depicts a more realistic view of the “traditional” evolutionary sequence by 
considering whole frustule morphology and Peronia’s dichotomous features in the  
series. This sequence requires the addition of an araphid ancestor with three apical 
rimoportulae distributed unevenly on the frustule (two on one valve, and one on the 
second valve). It is important to note a diatom with this morphological expression is 
currently unknown. Additionally, the sequence would require an additional step to 
account for the equalization of raphe development in descendant Eunotioid and 
Naviculoid lineages. Steps would also have to be added to descendant Eunotioid 
lineages to account for further rimoportulae additions/deletions and the displacement 




rimoportula on the future “pseudo raphe” valve, 2) unequal raphe acquisition, 3) 
equalization of raphe on each frustule, 4) raphe displacement in ancestral Eunotioid 
lineages, 5) loss of rimoportulae on the ancestral “raphe” valve or gain of rimoportulae 
on the ancestral “pseudo raphe” valve, 6) loss of all rimoportulae in ancestral 
Naviculoid lineages. 
Figure 2.9 depicts a monophyletic raphe sequence and Figure 2.10 depicts a multiply 
derived raphe sequence with each scenario including only known taxa. Both of these 
illustrations also depict the raphe being derived from the rimoportulae. This is done to 
minimize steps in the trees as non-rimoportular derived raphes would increase the 
changes required in taxa. The monophyletic sequence begins with a Protoraphidaceae 
Simonsen (1970) species and transitions through Eunotioid and Amphoroid ancestors 
ending with a true Naviculoid product. Figure 10 depicts a Protoraphidaceae species 
giving rise to Eunotioid lineages and a Fragilarioid species giving rise to Amphoroid, 
and subsequently Naviculoid, diatoms. Each of these scenarios (Figs. 2.9 and 2.10) 
requires three steps to move from araphid lineages to true Naviculoid lineages; 1) 
acquisition of raphe, 2) loss of rimoportulae, 3) central placement of raphe. 
While the evolutionary sequences presented in Figs. 2.9-2.10 require further 
phylogenetic investigation and testing, each of the three cladistic analyses conducted 
here produce trees that are consistent with the sequences presented in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. 




Analysis one fails to reject the sequence in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8, but also fails to reject any 
hypothesis concerning the evolution of the raphe. 
It is also interesting that Figs. 2.9-2.10 identify a path that requires an Amphoroid to 
Naviculoid transition. The expanded data set used in analysis three returned a majority 
rules topology that is consistent with this transition (Fig 2.6). Williams and Reid (2006a) 
discussed the position of Amphoroid diatoms in their examination of Amphorotia. 
Burliga et al. (2013) dismissed the Williams and Reid (2006a) discussion, noting that no 
molecular treatments of overall diatom relations produced topologies with closely  
allied Eunotioid and Amphoroid taxa. Since the publication of Burliga et al. (2013), such 
a topology has been produced by Stepanek and Kociolek (2014). This molecular based 
phylogenetic tree is also consistent with the evolutionary sequences presented here in 
Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Three step evolutionary sequence for a monophyletic raphe origin. Step: 
Transition from an araphid taxon with multiple rimoportulae at each apex to a raphe- 
bearing Eunotioid lineage. Step 2: Transition from a Eunotioid lineage to an 
Amphoroid lineage via loss of rimoportulae. Step 3: Transition from Amphoroid to 







Figure 2.10 Evolutionary sequences for a multiply derived raphe origin. (a) Eunotioid 
origin. Step 1: Multiple rimoportulae differentiate into a Eunotioid taxon with 
rimoportulae at all apices. (b) Naviculoid origin. Step 1: One rimoportula gives rise to 
Amphoroid lineages with a marginal raphe. Step 2: Transition from Amphoroid to 
Naviculoid lineages via movement of raphe to a central position. 
 
Consensus views in the diatom community concerning the raphe’s origin and basal 
position of Peronia appear to be based largely on narrative evolutionary accounts with 
minimally selected data being considered to support the story. The traditional view of 
Peronia as the first raphid taxon then may largely be the result of diatom folklore, much 




This investigation is not definitive in context of raphe origin or raphe homology. 
 
Clearly future analyses need to be conducted with larger taxon and character data sets 




the structure. We consider a broader taxon set slightly more important than an 
expanded character data set. Clearly the development of the raphe and the loss of the 
rimoportulae represent a major transition point in the evolution of diatom. Williams  
and Reid (2006a) for example, were able to generate highly resolved evolutionary 
hypotheses with a relatively small data set because of the combination of morphological 
features contained in their newly described taxon Amphorotia. Certainly an expanded 
character set will help, and we feel that this group is ripe for identifying many 
morphological features that others have failed to consider. Molecular information is  
also obviously a character data set desireable for future analyses. We fear, however, that 
the molecular data set will take some time to develop because of the difficult nature 
involved in finding and isolating Eunotioid taxa and other araphid taxa which may or 
may not be extinct. Illustrating this is the current disparity in Eunotioid sequence 
information versus other diatom taxa archived in GenBank. Thalassiosiroids, for 
example, have 19% coverage while Eunotioid taxa remain less than 1% covered. 
This study does, however, make a strong statement about the evolutionary position 
of Peronia. Analyses here are consistent with the conclusions of Williams and Reid 
(2006a). While all questions concerning raphe evolution (see introduction) cannot be 
answered in this investigation, it is clear that Peronia as a basal lineage can be rejected as 
a hypothesis concerning the development of the raphe. Previous authors have found a 
basal position of Peronia to all raphid diatoms appealing, particularly when considering 
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The selection of taxa included in the analysis first centered around an attempt to 
include as many Eunotioid taxa as was feasible while maintaining a proportional 
coverage of the described taxonomic diversity across genera. As the most diverse 
Eunotioid genus included in the analysis was Eunotia, this constituted the largest 
generic taxon set. Araphid taxa included in the analysis were selected based on either 
visual similarity to Eunotioid taxa, the presence of any grooves or slits, proximity to 
raphid taxa in prior phylogenetic analyses, or on the suggestion by other researchers of 
significance regarding questions of raphe or Eunotioid evolution. Several Naviculoid 
taxa were included in order to provide a rough test for the monophyly of the raphe. 
These taxa were selected to provide a sampling of several of the most common or 
representative morphologies present within the Naviculoid taxa. As recent discussion 
has arisen regarding the relation of some Amphoroid taxa to the Eunotioid taxa 
(Williams & Reid 2006a, Burliga et al. 2013), and the polyphyly of the taxa currently 
placed within the genus Amphora has been demonstrated (Stepanek & Kociokek 2014), 
three Amphora sensu lato taxa from different subgenera were included in the analysis. 
The characters included in the analysis were primarily chosen to encompass detailed 
morphological variability in Eunotioid taxa. Several characters were added to describe 
major morphological features in Naviculoid or araphid taxa that were not applicable to 




wherever possible to reduce the number of characters that were populated with “?” 
across the Eunotioid taxa. 
Taxa included in analysis 
 
Morphological analysis included 59 taxa in 33 genera (Table 3.1). These included 16 
araphid taxa in 15 genera, 36 Eunotioid taxa in 12 genera, and 7 Naviculoid taxa in 6 
genera. Araphid taxa were selected to include both those that possessed one or more 
rimoportulae and those that lacked any rimoportulae (Table 3.2). Additionally, taxa 
were selected across both freshwater and marine habitats and with a variety of valve 
and frustule morphology. A survey of the general morphology of araphid genera was 
conducted using Round et al. (1990) to identify taxa to potentially include in the 
analysis. Additionally, Striatella and Pseudostriatella were included in the analysis 
because they have consistently been placed as sister to Eunotioid or raphid taxa in 
molecular analyses (Theriot et al. 2010, Li et al. 2015, Beals et al. unpublished data). 
Several of the taxa included (Pseudohimantidium, Falcula) are marine or estuarine epizoic 
taxa that live attached to copepods. In particular, Pseudohimantidium was included in the 
analysis to test the hypothesis that the raphe developed from the fusion of a row of 
rimoportulae, as is present in Pseudohimantidium, and as a result of its placement in the 
family Protoraphidaceae by Simonsen (1970). The second genus Simonsen placed in the 
family Protoraphidaceae (so named because of his hypothesis that the family 
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Table 3.1 List of all taxa included in the analysis, including nomenclatural references, and the taxonomic reference(s) or material used 























Actinella goodwinii Siver, Bishop, Wolfe 
et Lott 
Siver et al. 2015  Siver et al. 2015 
Actinella hickeyi Siver, Bishop, Wolfe 
et Lott 
Siver et al. 2015  Siver et al. 2015 
Actinella giluwensis Sabbe et Vyverman Sabbe et al. 2001 p. 326-328; figs. 21- 
30 
Sabbe et al. 2001 
Actinella mirabilis Grunow Van Heurck 1881 pl. 35, fig. 16 Material ANSP 
GCM10259(5285b) 
Actinella pulchella Sabbe et Hodgson Sabbe et al. 2001 p. 332-335; figs. 1, 
79-100 
Sabbe et al. 2001 
Actinella punctata F.W. Lewis Lewis 1864 p. 343; fig. 5 Beals 2011, Kociolek 
et al. 1997 
Actinellopsis murphyi Taylor, Karthick et 
Kociolek 
Taylor et al. 2014 p. 132-134; figs. 1- 
45 
Taylor et al. 2014 
Amphicampa eruca Ehrenberg Ehrenberg 1854 p. 7; pl. 33/7, fig. 1 Kociolek 2000, M.L. 
Julius unpublished 
images 
Amphora commutata Grunow Van Heurck 1880; 
Van Heurck 1885 
1885, p. 58; 1880 pl. 
1, fig. 4 
Sato et al 2013 
Amphora 
(Halamphora) 
fontinalis (Hustedt) Levkov Levkov 2009 p. 190; Hustedt 
1937, p. 414, pl. 24, 
fig. 4, 5 
Sala et al. 2006 
Amphora laevissima Gregory Gregory 1957 p. 513; pl. 12, fig. 72 Stepanek and 
Kociolek 2014 
Amphorotia baikalensis (Skvortzow) 
Williams et Reid 
Williams and Reid 
2006a 


















Asterionellopsis glacialis (Castracane) Round Round Crawford 
and Mann 1990 
p. 664 Kazsmarska et al. 
2014 
Bicudoa amazonica Wetzel, Lange- 
Bertalot et Ector 
Wetzel et al. 2012 p. 7-9; figs. 7–14, 
21–32, 43–45 
Wetzel et al. 2012 
Colliculoamphora reedii (Shrader) Williams et 
Reid 
Williams and Reid 
2006b 
p. 153; figs. 1-10 Williams & Reid 
2006b 
Colliculoamphora reichardtiana (Grunow) Williams 
et Reid 
Williams and Reid 
2006b 
p. 153; figs. 11-29 Williams & Reid 
2006b 
Cymbella nepalensis (Jüttner & Van de 
Vijver) Vishnjakov 
Vishnyakov et al. 
2015 
p. 326; figs. 2-4 Vishnyakov et al. 
2015 
Dimeregramma minor var. nana (Gregory) Van 
Heurck 
Van Heurck 1885 p. 146 Sato et al. 2008b 
Dimeregrammopsis sp. Round  Round Crawford 
and Mann 1990 
p. 244-245 Round et al. 1990 
Encyonema droseraphilum Bahls Bahls et al. 2013 p. 36-38; figs. 3-10 Bahls etal 2013 
Eunophora indistincta R. Vyverman et 
Mann 
Vyverman et al. 
1998 
p. 103; figs 29-33, 
41-47, 54 
Vyverman et al. 1998 
Eunophora tasmanica R. Vyverman et 
Sabbe 
Vyverman et al. 
1998 
p. 96-98; figs. 1-18, 
28 
Vyverman et al. 1998 
Eunotia arcuoides Foged Foged 1977 p. 52-53; pl. 9, fig. 
17 
Beals & Potapova 
2013 
Eunotia arcus Ehrenberg Ehrenberg 1838 p. 191; pl. 21, fig. 22 Mayama & Kobayasi 
1991 
Eunotia asterionelloides Hustedt Hustedt 1952 p. 138; fig. 18-19 Wetzel et al. 2010 
Eunotia bidens Ehrenberg Ehrenberg 1843 p. 413 (125) Pavlov & Levkov 
2013 




p. 149; pl. 4, fig. 1-5, 
pl. 5, fig. 1-5 

















Eunotia charliereimeri Edlund et Brant Edlund & Brant 
2010 
p. 48; fig. 1-18 Edlund & Brant 2010 
Eunotia epithemioides Hustedt Schmidt et al. 1913 pl. 287, fig. 16-19 Cavalcante et al. 2014 
Eunotia flexuosa (Brébisson in 
Kützing) Kützing 
Kützing 1849 p. 6 Pavlov & Levkov 
2013 
Eunotia Japan sp. small 
serrate 
   Tanbara Highland, 
Japan, coll. 4, 8 
Eunotia multiplastidica Mayama Mayama 1992 p. 46; fig. 1-30 Mayama 1992 
Eunotia papilioforma Furey, Johansen et 
Lowe 
Furey et al. 2011 ; pls. 30-31 Furey 2011 
Eunotia pseudovalida Mayama Mayama 1997 p. 168; figs. 17-31 Mayama 1997 
Eunotia relicta Ferrari, Wetzel et 
Ector 
Ferrari et al. 2014 p. 164-168; figs. 2- 
23 
Ferrari et al. 2014 
Eunotia soleirolii (Kützing) Rabenhorst Rabenhorst 1864 p. 74 Pavlov & Levkov 
2013 
Eunotia sp. Nukui 
shrine large 
   Nukui shrine pond, 
21 June 2015 
Eunotia sparsistriata Mayama Mayama 1993 p. 144; fig. 1-3, 6-19 Mayama 1993 
Eunotia spatulata Veselá et Johansen Veselá et Johansen 
2014 
p. 194; figs. 104-133 Vesela & Johansen 
2014 
Eunotioforma mattogrossiana Kociolek, Burliga et 
Salomoni 2014 
Burliga et al. 2014 p. 50; figs. 1-4 Burliga et al. 2013 
Eunotiogramma sp.    Round et al. 1990 
Falcula hyalina Takano Takano 1983 v. 111: p. 24-25; fig. 
1, 4-14 
Fernandes & Calixto- 
Feres 2012 
Falcula sp. Round et al. 
1990 
   Round et al. 1990 
Hyalogramma brasiliensis Garcia Garcia 2012 p. 10-11; figs. 1-26 Garcia 2012 
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Navicula rumaniensis Hustedt ex Simonsen Simonsen 1987 p. 165; pl. 265, figs. 
7, 8 
Wojtal et al. 2015 




p. 8; pl. 254, fig. 11, 
pl. 306, fig. 9-10, 12- 
14, pl. 400A, fig. 1-2 
Sato et al. 2008b 
Nitzschia bizertensis Smida, Lundholm, 
Sakka, Hadj et 
Mabrouk 
Smida et al. 2014 p. 60-61; figs. 2-5 Smida et al. 2014 
Orizaformis holarctica Witkowski, Chunlian 
Li et Ashworth 
Li et al. 2015 p. 6-7; figs. 3-4 Li et al. 2015 
Perinotia jankae Metzeltin et Lange- 
Bertalot 
Metzeltin & Lange- 
Bertalot 2007 
p. 188; pl. 106, fig. 
1-5; pl. 107, fig. 1-6 
Ferrari et al. 2009 
Peronia sp. Acadia 
Veselá 
   Veselá unpublished 
images 
Peronia sp. Round et al.    Round Crawford & 
Mann 1990 
Psammogramma vigoensi Sato et Medlin Sato et al. 2008b p. 258-260; figs. 1- 
19 
Sato et al. 2008b 
Pseudohimantidium pacificum Hustedt et Krasske Krasske 1941 p. 272; pl. 5, fig. 8 Gibson 1979, Round 
et al. 1990 
Pseudostriatiella oceanica Sato, Mann et Medlin Sato et al. 2008a p. 373; fig. 1-53 Sato et al. 2008a 
Rhaphoneis amphiceros (Ehrenberg) 
Ehrenberg 
Ehrenberg 1844 p. 87 Sato et al. 2011 
Semiorbis rotundus Reid et Williams 2010 Reid & Williams 
2010 
p. 358; fig. 4-8, 15- 
21 
Reid & Williams 2010 
Striatella unipunctata (Lyngbye) Agardh Agardh 1832 p. 61 Round et al. 1990 
Talaroneis biacutifrons Witkowski, Riaux- 
  Gobin et Ruppel   
Li et al. 2015 p. 12-14; fig. 10 Li et al. 2015 
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contained the morphological and evolutionary ancestors to the raphe), Protoraphis, was 
not included in the analysis due to a lack of morphological information available in the 
literature. 
Table 3.2 Taxa included in the phylogenetic analysis grouped by presence or absence of 
rimoportulae or a raphe, and the coincidence of the raphe with a central sternum in raphid taxa 
 















































Representatives of all genera within the Eunotiophycidae were included in the 
analysis when sufficient morphological data or materials for SEM analysis were 
available. Notable exceptions include the genus Desmogonium, which is variably placed 
within the genus Eunotia or maintained as a separate genus by diatom taxonomists. The 
differentiating feature for the genus is the presence of a continuous perimeter of 
marginal spines around the entire margin of the valve face, which is not observed in 
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any other taxa within the genus Eunotia (Patrick & Reimer 1966). Complete marginal 
spines are observed in other genera within the subclass Eunotiophycidae, most notably 
Actinella, Amphorotia, and Peronia. Materials for SEM containing Desmogonium taxa have 
not been located to date, thus prohibiting the current inclusion of this taxon into the 
analysis. 
A small number of Naviculoid taxa were included in the analysis to test hypotheses 
concerning the transition from Eunotioid to Naviculoid taxa and the monophyly of the 
raphid taxa (Bacillariophyceae). Three taxa currently placed in the genus Amphora were 
included in the taxon set because recent analyses have suggested that members of this 
group may be closely related to Eunotioid taxa (Williams & Reid 2006a). The genus 
Amphora s.l. has been shown to be polyphyletic and is currently under taxonomic 
revision (Levkov 2009, Stepanek & Kociolek 2014), so multiple taxa were included from 
different clades within the genus. A member of the genus Navicula was included as a 
representative for one of the most common and taxonomically numerous morphological 
forms within the Naviculoid taxa. One taxon each from the genera Cymbella and 
Encyonema were also included in the analysis. These taxa were included because they 
share a superficially similar valve outline with many Eunotioid taxa, namely a concave 
ventral and convex dorsal morphology. These taxa, along with all members of Amphora 
s.l., also exhibit dorsi-ventral frustule morphology with wider dorsal than ventral 
mantle or girdle components. This frustule character is also present in the Eunotioid 
genera Amphorotia and Colliculoamphora, and in several taxa within the genus Eunotia, 
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such as E. arcuoides, sarraceniae, and charlieriemerii (Beals & Potapova 2013). Finally, a 
member of the genus Nitzschia was included in the analysis because of its repeated 
placement (or the morphologically similar Nitzschioid taxon Bacillaria) in a basal 
position to other Naviculoid taxa in molecular phylogenetic analyses. 
One taxon that was included in early iterations of the phylogenetic analysis but was 
later excluded was Hemidiscus. This genus has a marginal row of rimoportulae across 
the ventral margin and has a dorsi-ventral frustule morphology similar to Amphorotia, 
Amphora, Cymbella and other taxa as previously listed. Hemidiscus was initially included 
as a potential outgroup taxon, however its radial striae symmetry and lack of central 
sternum proved challenging to code in a morphological character matrix written with a 
primary focus on Eunotioid taxa. Additionally, the taxon Eunotogramma was included in 
the full taxon analysis and the character group exclusion analyses, but was also 
excluded from some later modified analyses for the same reasons as described for 
Hemidiscus. 
Characters included in analysis 
 
The base set of morphological characters included in the analysis contained 124 
characters that were grouped into 15 categories of broad morphologic features. Several 
characters were included in more than one category, for example the character “raphe 
associated with central sternum”, which was included in both the raphe and central 
sternum categories. From this base character set, modifications were performed to 
duplicate or collapse certain characters, or to “turn off” certain sets of characters. A 
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more detailed discussion of character modifications is conducted in Chapter 4 with the 
presentation of the results of cladistics analyses. Terminology for the description of 
characters follows Ross et al. (1979). In all cases in which there was either insufficient 
information to evaluate the state of a character in a particular taxon, or that taxon did 
not possess the structure the character was describing (i.e. a descriptive raphe character 
for an araphid taxon), the cell was coded with a (?). 
For complex morphological features, such as the raphe, a large subsidiary set of 
characters beyond the mere presence or absence of a raphe was developed in an attempt 
to break down these structures into independent evolutionary features. In contrast to 
this compartmentalizing of complex structures, features that looked superficially  
similar were coded as multiple states within one character where possible. This 
simplification of such features served two purposes: (1) to perform a formal 
phylogenetic analysis of homology of features that pass the test of similarity (Patterson 
1988), and (2) to allow the character matrix to accommodate structures that may be 
evolutionary modifications of one another. Otherwise these structures would be coded 
within different characters based solely on terminological differences that pre-suppose 
two features are not homologous. As the character set was so robust, the phylogenetic 
signal of all other characters would be sufficient to separate taxa that were coded as 
possessing similar features that were in fact not homologous structures. 
Eunotioid taxa are characterized by asymmetry about the apical axis so that they 
generally have a concave ventral margin and a complex dorsal margin, and reduced 
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raphe slits on the ventral side of both valves in the frustule. Additionally, studies 
conducted on the ontogenesis of new valve formation (Mayama & Kuriyama 2002, Cox 
2012) show that the dorsal side of the valve face is also the primary side, or the origin of 
silica deposition. In pennate diatoms that are symmetrical along the apical axis, the 
secondary side of the valve (as opposed to the primary side) is identified by a structure 
called Voigt’s fault (Round et al. 1990), which is a discontinuity in the striae where the 
silica deposition sites re-converge on the secondary side of the central sternum. The 
identification of the primary and secondary sides of the Naviculoid valve becomes 
important in maintaining character independence (Theriot 1987) in features that were 
coded separately for the dorsal and ventral side in Eunotioid diatoms. While many of 
these features were wholly symmetrical across the apical axis in Naviculoid diatoms, 
features such as the direction of deflection for the raphe ends were coded to retain 
consistency between the dorsal side of Eunotioid diatoms and the primary side of 
Naviculoid diatoms. 
In order to decrease bias wherever possible in the study, an attempt was made to 
code all variations within the morphological features of the Eunotioid taxa within the 
study, whether they were believed to be homologous or homoplastic. For example, a 
structure such as the rimoportula is generally accepted as being homologous within the 
Eunotioid and araphid pennate diatoms, and was coded as such. In contrast, features 
such as spines or irregular striae density appear to have a scattered distribution across 
and within many disparate diatom genera, and are therefore assumed to be 
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homoplastic, and therefore not explicitly useful in separate evolutionarily distinct 
clades. However, recent phylogenetic analyses have rearranged and separated many 
taxonomic groups within diatoms, and features previously deemed unimportant may 
contain some overlooked evolutionary significance. 
Additionally, explicitly quantitative characters were not included in the analysis. 
 
Poe and Wiens (2000) argue for the inclusion of polymorphic data (as quantitative 
characters for diatoms generally are) in morphological character analysis and Thiele 
(1993) describes a method for coding morphometric data into cladistic analysis. Despite 
these valid arguments for the inclusion of quantitative characters, they were excluded 
for several reasons. First, from a practical perspective, they can be difficult to code in 
diatoms because of the decrease and proportional variation in cell size throughout the 
asexual division cycle. Often when a taxon is described, the local population does not 
represent the entire size range of the species. As Geitler (1932) described from his in 
vitro culturing studies, the minimum cell size within a species before sexual 
reproduction or size restoration is about one third of the maximum cell size. Therefore, 
if the described size range does not contain an approximate two-fold increase from the 
minimum to the maximum, we know we have not observed the entire size variation. 
This is problematic for several reasons. First, we do not know if the unobserved size 
variation is larger or smaller than the observed variation. Secondly, many taxa exhibit 
some secondary alteration in cell proportions, valve outline, or striae density across the 
size range of the taxon. This difficulty in merely describing the size variation of a 
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particular species is compounded by the difficulty in coding continuous quantitative 
characters into discrete character state categories within a character matrix. Lastly, some 
intraspecific variation in cell size and proportion is strongly influenced by 
ecophenotypic plasticity (Julius et al. 1997). The detailed study required to analyze and 
compare size traits of geographically isolated populations has been conducted on few 
taxa, making large-scale analysis of such data currently unfeasible for a large taxon set. 
Descriptions of characters used in the phylogenetic analysis are as follows: 
 
1. Central nodule characters 
 
A central nodule is a thickened, unornamented siliceous area between the proximal 
raphe ends. 
1.1. Central nodule. A central nodule between proximal raphe ends, was coded as 
either absent (0) or present (1). 
2. Central sternum characters 
 
The central sternum is the apunctate, apically oriented line in pennate diatoms that 
serves as the pattern center for deposition of silica in newly forming valves. The 
position of the central sternum on the valve and its relation to the raphe have 
traditionally been used as diagnostic features for separating higher level taxonomic 
groups in diatoms. 
2.1. Central sternum position. The position of the central sternum on the valve was 
coded as either marginal (0) as in many Eunotioid taxa, central (1), on the mantle (2), 
or on the face-mantle junction (FMJ) (3). 
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2.2. Raphe associated with central sternum. In the "true raphid" or Naviculoid 
diatoms, the raphe is entirely coincident with the central sternum throughout the 
valve face, which means they are both the pattern center during valve 
morphogenesis. These taxa were coded as exhibiting a complete association of the 
raphe with the central sternum (2). In many Eunotioid taxa, the raphe is marginal on 
the valve face and ventral mantle, and completely separate from the "central" 
sternum; these taxa were coded as absent (0). In a few Eunotioid taxa, the raphe is 
either slightly displaced from the central sternum, as in some Peronia species, or the 
distal raphe end recurves externally along the central valve face at the valve apex 
and joins the central sternum. These cases were both coded as partial raphe-sternum 
association (1). This character is also categorized as a raphe character. 
2.3. Central sternum terminates in helictoglossa. In some Eunotioid taxa, the central 
sternum terminates at the helictoglossa, while in others it follows a trajectory that 
does not intersect with the helictoglossa. This character was coded as absent (0) or 
present (1). By definition, all true raphid taxa were coded as present since the raphe 
is contained within the central sternum. This character is also categorized as a raphe 
character. 
2.4. Apunctate central area. A central area was defined as an apunctate area at the 
center of the sternum. This character was coded as either absent (0) or present (1). 
2.5. Central area symmetrical across sternum. Symmetry of the apunctate central area 
across the valve sternum was coded as either absent (0) or present (1). 
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3. Costae and Fibulae characters 
 
Costae are thickened silica ribs that interrupt the striae pattern on the valve face. 
 
They may occur in either regular or irregular intervals throughout the valve face. 
Fibulae are siliceous bars that arch from the valve mantle to the valve face over the 
marginal raphe in canal raphe (Nitzscioid) diatoms. 
3.1. Inner costae - transapical orientation. Internal costae were coded separately for 
those in either an apical or transapical orientation. Costae were coded as either 
absent (0), reduced (1) for those that did not span the entire distance from the central 
sternum to the valve margin, or present (2). 
3.2. Inner costae - apical orientation. Apically oriented costae were coded as either 
absent (0), reduced (1) for those that did not span the entire distance of the valve 
between apices, or present (2). 
3.3. Fibulae. Fibulae in canal raphe taxa were coded as either absent (0) or present (1). 
 
4. Face-Mantle Junction (FMJ) characters 
 
The face-mantle junction of the diatom valve is the line where the valve face meets 
the valve mantle. These characters encompass the shape, areolation, and ornamentation 
of the FMJ. As the morphology of the FMJ is often variable between the dorsal and 
ventral sides of Eunotioid diatom valves, these features were coded independently for 
both margins of the valve face. 
4.1. FMJ areolation ventral. 
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4.2. FMJ areolation dorsal. Valves were examined both internally and externally, if 
possible, to determine whether the areolae were continuous from the valve face to 
the valve mantle. Taxa with a break in areolae at the FMJ were coded as absent (0), 
while those with uninterrupted areolae were coded as present (1). In some Eunotioid 
taxa the valve sternum, which by definition is an interruption in the areolae, is 
partially coincident with the FMJ. In these taxa the portion of the FMJ coincident 
with the sternum was excluded from analysis and the areolae pattern was observed 
along a different segment of the ventral margin. 
4.3. FMJ ridge ventral. 
 
4.4. FMJ ridge dorsal. This character was coded as either absent (0) or present (1) if 
there was a raised ridge or rib of silica along the external ventral or dorsal FMJ. 
4.5. FMJ shape ventral. 
 
4.6. FMJ shape dorsal. The shape of the external FMJ on the ventral or dorsal margins 
was coded as either square (0), flat/angled (1) if the FMJ formed a beveled edge 
(commonly at a 45° angle), rounded (2), or variable between specimens (3). 
5. Frustule Architecture characters 
 
The frustule architecture set of characters concerns the overall three dimensional 
shape of whole diatom frustules. While characters in other categories may have 
addressed smaller components of the frustule architecture, such as asymmetry between 
dorsal and ventral mantle or girdle band depth, this group of characters was meant to 
generalize the overall resulting symmetry that may have been obscured by isolating the 
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characters into their other respective categories. As a result, most of the characters in 
this category are included in a second category as well. 
5.1. Overall frustule symmetry. The overall symmetry of the frustule was coded as 
either being equal in depth between the dorsal and ventral parts (0), being wider on 
the dorsal side (1), or being wider on the ventral side (2). 
5.2. Girdle view outline. The frustule shape in girdle view was coded as either 
rectangular (0), which was the case for most Eunotioid and araphid taxa, wedge (1), 
as in Actinelloid taxa, or elliptical (2), as in Amphoroid taxa. 
5.3. Girdle outline skew. Any alterations to the general girdle outline were coded 
separately from the basic girdle-view shape (character 5.2). These alterations were 
either absent (0), rhombic (1), constricted centrally (2), inflated centrally (3), or 
lunate (4). 
5.4. Girdle band depth. The depth of the girdle bands in a whole frustule were coded 
as either uniform along the length of the frustule (0), more shallow at the valve 
apices (1), deeper at the apices (2), or having bands alternating between shallow and 
deep at the apices (3). This character was also included in the girdle characters 
category. 
5.5. Girdle band symmetry. The symmetry of the girdle bands was coded as either 
uniform between both sides of the frustule and apices (0), wider on the dorsal side 
(1), wider on the ventral side (2), or wider at the headpole than footpole (3). This 
character was also included in the girdle characters category. 
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5.6. Dorsal/ventral mantle depth. The depth of the valve mantles on the dorsal and 
ventral sides of the frustule were coded as either equal (0) or unequal (1). In all cases 
unequal mantle depths were resultant of the dorsal mantle being wider, as opposed 
to the ventral mantle. This character was also included in the mantle characters 
category. 
5.7. Mantle symmetry. The depth of the valve mantle was coded as either uniform 
along the entire apical axis of the valve (0), or wider at one valve apex (1). This 
character was also included in the mantle characters category. 
6. Girdle Band characters 
 
These characters describe features of the girdle bands including their depth, 
symmetry, and punctation. Unfortunately, several taxa were unable to be coded for 
these features as illustrations and descriptions of many new and re-examined taxa are 
restricted to internal and external features of the valve face. An additional character 
describing septae in the girdle bands was excluded from the final analysis because of a 
lack of information to evaluate the feature in a majority of the taxa in the study. 
6.1. Girdle band depth. This character is described in character 5.4 in the frustule 
architecture characters. 
6.2. Girdle band symmetry. This character is described in character 5.5 in the frustule 
architecture characters. 
6.3. Girdle band punctuation. The punctation of the girdle bands was coded as either 
complete (0) if areolae were continuous across the band, as possessing 1-2 edge rows 
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(1), if there were only several isolated rows of areolae on the copular side of each 
girdle band, or apunctate (2), if the girdle bands lacked any punctation. 
7. Mantle characters 
 
Characters in this group were restricted to the shape and symmetry of the valve 
mantle. Other characters concerning fine details of the valve mantle were restricted to 
the striae or areolae character categories. 
7.1. Mantle depth. The depth of the valve mantle was characterized as either uniform 
(0), elevated evenly throughout the central part of the mantle (1), or smoothly or 
gradually arching in the center (2). If there was a difference between the dorsal and 
ventral valve mantles where one was uniform and the other was not, the coding for 
the non-uniform valve mantle took precedence over the even mantle. 
7.2. Dorsal/ventral mantle depth. This character is described in character 5.6 within 
the frustule architecture characters. 
7.3. Mantle symmetry. This character is described in character 5.7 within the frustule 
architecture characters. 
7.4. Internal silica rim around mantle margin. Several taxa had a thickened, apunctate 
rim of silica surrounding the entire valve mantle margin, while others only had a 
thickening of the mantle rim at the apices. This character was coded as either absent 
(0), apical (1), or complete (2). 
7.5. Pore in apical valve mantle. The presence of an isolated pore in the apical area of 
the valve mantle was coded as either absent (0) or present (1). 
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8. Ornamentation characters 
 
Characters describing the ornamentation of the valves included all features of spines 
on the valve face. Spine characters may be variable between specimens within a 
population; in these cases the presence or variability in spine occurrence took 
precedence over the absence or uniformity in spines. In specimens that were damaged 
and some spines appeared to be broken, spine features were coded as (?). 
8.1. Dorsal spines. 
 
8.2. Ventral spines. Spines on the dorsal or ventral margins were coded either as 
absent (0) or as present (1) if they were present along the central part of the valve 
margin excluding any spines at the apices. 
8.3. Apical spines. Spines at the apices were coded either as absent (0) or as present 
(1). Large isolated apical spines as in Actinella species were coded separately from 
other apical spines (character 8.4) along the apical valve margin. 
8.4. Isolated large apical spine. An isolated large apical spine, as is common in 
Actinella species, was coded as absent (0) or present (1). 
8.5. Spines size uniformity. Uniformity of the length of spines was coded as either 
absent (0) or present (1). If no spines were present on the entire valve, then spine 
uniformity was coded as present. 
8.6. Spines extension of raised ribs in virgae. This character was present in Semiorbis 
 
species that have large raised ribs in the external virgae. In these taxa, the virgae 
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extended into prominent spines that were flattened transapically. This character was 
coded as absent (0) or present (1). 
8.7. Valve face spines/spinules. Small spines or spinules in the central area of the 
valve face were coded as absent (0) or present (1). 
9. Pore Field characters 
 
Apical pore fields were coded as a set of characters, beginning with a 
presence/absence character and followed by five subsidiary descriptive characters 
(characters 9.2-9.6). In taxa that lacked an apical pore field, the five subsidiary 
characters were all coded as (?). 
9.1. Apical pore field. An apical pore field was loosely defined as any discrete area on 
the valve apices with pores in a grouping separate from the striae. This character 
was coded as absent (0) or present (1). 
9.2. Apical pore field position. The position of the apical pore field was coded as either 
on the valve face (0), on the valve mantle (1), or spanning across both of these 
regions (2). 
9.3. Apical pore field symmetry. The position of the apical pore field in relation to the 
apical valve axis was coded as either central (0) or marginal (1). 
9.4. Apical pore field style. The style of the apical pore field was separated into 5 
groupings: a simple field of round pores (0), a simple field with elongated pores (1), 
a row of slits (2), ocellulimbus as defined in Williams (1986) (3), and ocellus (4). 
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9.5. Apical pore field orientation. The orientation of pore pattern or elongation in the 
apical pore field was coded as either apical (0), transapical (1), or diagonal (2). 
9.6. Apical pore field size. The size of the apical pore field was categorized as either 
complete (0), or a single row of pores (1). 
10. Punctae characters 
 
Characters concerning both the pattern, regularity, shape, and elongation of punctae 
were included in the punctae characters category. Punctae occlusions are easily 
damaged or removed during sample preparation for microscopy. Therefore, occlusions 
of punctae were excluded from the final analysis. Additionally, a central stigma 
character was included in the punctae category as a modification or specialization of a 
typical puncta. 
10.1. Punctation pattern of striae. The pattern of striae punctation was coded as either 
regularly spaced (0) or irregular (1). "Normal" striae in the central part of the valve 
were used to evaluate this character as striae may become irregular at the valve 
apices. Variability in striae punctation pattern between the central part of the valve 
face and the apices was coded as a separate character. 
10.2. Striae punctation. The punctation of the striae was coded as either uniseriate (0), 
biseriate (1), multiseriate (2), or variable throughout the valve (3). 
10.3. Punctae organization at apices. The organization of the punctae at the apices (i.e. 
regularity in spacing) was coded as either similar to the central part of the valve face 
(0) or variable (1). 
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10.4. Mantle punctae/valve face punctae density. The ratio of the density of punctae 
on the mantle to the density of punctae on the valve face was either coded as equal 
(0), less that one, i.e. mantle punctae less dense than valve face punctae (1), or 
greater than one (2). 
10.5. Punctae size at apices. The size of the punctae at the apices was coded as either 
similar to the punctae size on the central part of the valve face (0) or variable (1). 
10.6. Punctae density at apices. The density of punctae at the apices was coded as 
either similar to the punctae density in the central part of the valve face (0) or 
variable (1). 
10.7. Internal punctae shape. The shape of the areolae openings internally was coded 
as either round (0), elongated (1), or irregular (2). 
10.8. External punctae shape. The shape of the areolae openings internally was coded 
as either round (0), simply elongated (1), triangular (2), or irregular (3). 
10.9. Direction of punctae elongation. The direction of elongation in punctae was 
coded as either apical (0) or transapical (1). For taxa with round or triangular 
punctae, this character was coded as (?). 
10.10. FMJ areolation ventral. 
 
10.11. FMJ areolation dorsal. See character 4.1-4.2 in the FMJ characters category for 
descriptions of these characters. 
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10.12. Central stigma. A central stigma, or an isolated in pore in the central area of the 
valve face near the central raphe endings, was coded as either absent (0) or present 
(1). 
11. Raphe characters 
 
The raphe characters are the largest category with a total of 27 characters in the set. 
Beyond the first character concerning whether a taxon possessed a raphe, any araphid 
taxon was coded with a (?) for the 26 subsidiary characters in the group. Subsidiary 
characters included features about the raphe position, symmetry, helictoglossa, and the 
relationship of the raphe to the central sternum. Several modifications were made to the 
raphe characters in subsequent replicate analyses both to alter the assumptions 
concerning homology of the raphe between taxa and to reduce the number of (?) cells in 
the analysis. 
11.1. Raphe. The presence and type of raphe was either coded as araphid (0), reduced 
biraphid (1) for taxa with shortened raphe slits restricted to the valve apices, or 
biraphid (2) for taxa with fully formed, elongate raphe slits. In order to allow for the 
monophyly of the raphe to be tested without, perhaps artificially, separating the 
Eunotioid and Naviculoid raphe plans, this character was also run in a replicate 
analysis with the reduced biraphid and full biraphid states collapsed together so 
that the character states were araphid (0) or raphid (1). Additional modifications to 
the coding of the raphe are discussed in the description and discussion of the 
resulting phylogenetic trees in chapter 4. 
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11.2. Proximal (central) raphe end position. The position of the central raphe ending 
was coded either on the central part of the valve face (0), marginal on the valve face 
(1), or on the valve mantle (2). Observations were made either internally or 
externally as no attenuation of the raphe slits externally beyond the internal raphe 
termination was observed. 
11.3. Distal raphe end termination external. The internal and external ends of the 
raphe were coded separately as it is not uncommon for the external raphe path to 
extend beyond the helictoglossa on the terminal raphe end. The distal raphe 
terminates either on the valve face (0), the valve mantle (1), or the FMJ (2). 
11.4. Distal raphe end termination internal. The internal termination of the distal 
raphe end was coded by the location of the helictoglossa. This was coded as either 
on the valve face (0), the valve mantle (1), or at the FMJ (2). 
11.5. Distal raphe termination position external. The external position of the distal 
raphe end was coded as either on the dorsal/primary side (0), central (1), or on the 
ventral/secondary side (2). 
11.6. Distal raphe termination position internal. The position of the internal distal 
raphe termination was coded as either on the primary side or dorsal (0), central (1), 
or on the ventral/secondary side (2). 
11.7. Overall raphe position. The overall position of the raphe was determined solely 
on the path of the internal raphe slit, and not on the external attenuation of the raphe 
slit beyond its termination at the helictoglossa internally. This character was coded 
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as only on the valve face (0), on both the valve face and mantle (1), or only on the 
valve mantle (2). 
11.8. General raphe trajectory. The path of the raphe in relation to the valve face 
margins was coded as either a generally parallel raphe/margin paths (0), or a 
diagonal raphe path in relation to the valve margin (1). 
11.9. External/internal raphe paths. The position of the internal and external raphe 
paths (i.e. placement on valve face or mantle) were coded as identical (0) or different 
(1). This character did not include the extension of the external raphe path beyond 
the helictoglossa on the distal end as this was coded as a separate independent 
character. Instead, this character targeted taxa in which the raphe slit forms a 
complex groove within the silica cell wall instead of a simple slit passing from the 
exterior to the interior of the cell. 
11.10. External raphe termination. The termination of the external distal raphe path 
was coded as either being concurrent with the helictoglossa internally (0), or 
extending beyond the helictoglossa (1). 
11.11. Raphe path. The shape of the raphe path was identified as either straight (0) or 
sinoid (1). 
11.12. Raphe different between valves. The path and length of the raphe between 
valves on the same frustule was coded as either identical (0), or different (1). 
11.13. Raphe different between apices. Differences in the length and geometry of the 
raphe between apices on the same valve were coded as absent (0) or present (1). 
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11.14. Proximal raphe ends. The alignment of the proximal ends of the raphe of each 
valve were characterized as either in series (0) or offset from each other (1).]] in 
series (0); offset (1). 
11.15. Terminal/distal raphe end. The external distal raphe end was characterized as 
either straight (0), bent (1) if it curved or angled from the path of the central raphe, 
or hooked (2) if it recurved to form an approximately 180 degree turn in raphe path. 
11.16. Proximal/central raphe end (external) [[The external path of the proximal raphe 
terminus was coded as either straight (0), bent (1), or hooked (2) using the same 
definitions as in the distal raphe end.]] straight (0); bent (1); hooked (2). 
11.17. Proximal raphe end deflection. The deflection of the external proximal raphe 
end was coded as either absent (0), towards the primary or dorsal side of the valve 
face (1), or towards the secondary or ventral side (2). 
11.18. Terminal raphe end deflection. Deflection in the external terminal raphe end 
was coded as either absent (0), towards the primary or dorsal side (1), towards the 
secondary or ventral side (2), or bent from the general raphe path but still 
continuing towards the central valve apex (3). 
11.19. Area surrounding internal raphe. 
 
11.20. Area surrounding external raphe. The area surrounding the internal or external 
raphe paths was coded as either apunctate (0) if there was a smooth, unoccluded 




11.21. Internal raised raphe ridge. 
 
11.22. External raised raphe ridge. The internal or external raphe may either be a 
simple slit opening that sits flush with the internal valve surface, or it may be raised 
into a silica ridge that raises up from the valve surface. A ridge surrounding the 
internal or external raphe slit was coded as either absent (0) or present (1). 
11.23. Helictoglossa shape. The shape of the helictoglossa was widely varied in taxa 
included in the analysis. A small helictoglossa with little definition that was nearly 
flush with the internal valve surface was coded as reduced (0). A helictoglossa that 
resembled a small round-topped dome or hump was coded as mounded (1). 
Helictoglossa structures that were raised into a more substantial mound with a flat 
surface were coded as mesa (2). Helictoglossa that were had two raised flaps with a 
recessed trough for the raphe termination were coded as labiate (3). Finally, a 
helictoglossa structure that was in a distinct steep, pointed mound was coded as 
conical (4). 
11.24. Helictoglossa siliceous ridge (transapical). A raised siliceous ridge extending as 
a continuation from the helictoglossa to the dorsal valve margin was coded as absent 
(0) or present (1). 
 
11.25. Raphe associated with central sternum. This character is described in the central 
sternum characters category (character 2.2). 
11.26. Central sternum terminates in helictoglossa. This character is described in the 
central sternum characters category (character 2.3). 
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11.27. External silica plate surrounding raphe over striae. A raised plate of silica 
surrounding the raphe externally was coded as either absent (0) or present (1). This 
character was also included in the Z-outline characters category. 
12. Rimoportula characters 
 
As in the apical pore field and raphe characters, the rimoportula was first coded 
with a presence/absence character, followed by 12 subsidiary characters concerning the 
rimoportula number, geometry, and shape. To reduce the number of (?) cells in taxa 
lacking a rimoportula, subsequent analyses were conducted with collapsed or  
combined rimoportula characters. In particular, characters 12.4-12.6 were collapsed into 
one character with more specific descriptions of the arrangement of rimoportula in the 
taxa that were included in the analysis. 
12.1. Rimoportula. The absence (0) or presence (1) of rimoportulae was evaluated, 
regardless of number or position. 
12.2. Rimoportula orientation. The position of the rimoportula/e on the valve was 
categorized as central (0) or apical (1). 
12.3. Rimoportula position. Rimoportula position may be variable between the valve 
face and mantle. This character was coded as either on the valve mantle (0), at the 
valve face/mantle junction (FMJ) (1), on the valve face (2), or variable in position (3). 
12.4. Rimoportulae at opposite frustule apices (diagonal). In frustules with multiple 
rimoportulae, the geometry of the rimoportulae in relation to each other was 
evaluated. A common arrangement for rimoportulae in Eunotioid taxa is diagonal 
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between valves across the frustule (i.e. at the 'headpole' of one valve and the 
'footpole' of the other). This character was coded as absent (0) or present (1). 
12.5. Rimoportulae at same frustule apex. This character was coded as absent (0) or 
present (1) if rimoportulae occurred at the same apex of both valves in a whole 
frustule. 
12.6. Rimoportulae at all apices. This character was coded as absent (0) or present (1) if 
there were rimoportulae at both apices of both valves in a frustule. 
12.7. Rimoportula in mound. The internal "labiate process" of the rimoportula can 
exhibit great morphological variation. The internal structure of the rimoportulae 
was termed mounded if the labiate process was formed within a raised silica dome 
with a smoothly rounded "peak". This character was coded as absent (0) or present 
(1). 
12.8. Rimoportula head pinched. The internal opening of the rimoportula was termed 
pinched if there was a constriction interior to the labiate process (i.e. between the 
labiate process and the internal valve face). This character was coded as absent (0) or 
present (1). 
12.9. Rimoportula head shape. The shape of the internal labiate process of the 
rimoportula opening was characterized as either rounded (0) or flat (1). 
12.10. Rimoportula head in thin raised flap. The internal labiate process in some 
specimens protruded into the valve as a prominent flap forming a thin, flattened 
disc. This character was coded as absent (0) or present (1). 
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12.11. External rimoportula opening. The external opening of the rimoportula was 
coded as either round (0) or elongate (1). 
12.12. Multiple rimoportulae on same valve apex/locus. Several taxa had more than 
one rimoportula on the same apex of a valve. This character was coded as absent (0) 
or present (1). 
12.13. Rimoportula geometry. The placement of the rimoportulae relative to the valve 
apex was characterized. As the ventral side of Eunotia species is also the secondary 
side in valve morphogenesis (Mayama & Kuriyama 2002), these terms are used 
interchangeably in character descriptions for Eunotioid taxa. This character was 
coded as either ventral/secondary (0), apical (1), dorsal/primary (2), diagonal 
between valve apices (3), or marginal along the radius of the central valve margin 
(4). 
13. Striae characters 
 
The set of characters concerning the striae included 11 characters that described the 
striae geometry, pattern, and regularity. Although both striae and areolae (punctae) 
characters are generally quantified numerically in taxon descriptions, these features 
were excluded here to avoid creating arbitrary delimitations in continuous characters. 
13.1. Striae geometry. The geometry of the striae (and therefore the ontogeny of the 
valve) was coded as either radial (0) or pennate (1). 
13.2. Striae pattern. The pattern of striation was coded as either regular (0) if the striae 
were equally spaced throughout the central part of the valve face or as irregular (1). 
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13.3. Striae density. The density of striae on the valve face was coded as either equal 
throughout the entire specimen (0), or more dense at the valve apices (1). 
13.4. Striae pattern on valve face (excluding apices). The pattern of striae on the valve 
face was coded as either parallel (0) if the striae were generally perpendicular to the 
apical valve axis, radiate (1) for specimens with striae at an oblique angle to the 
central sternum, or variable between these two patterns (2). 
13.5. Striae symmetrical across sternum. On either side of the central sternum of the 
valve face, the striae can either be in series with one another, or offset. Striae 
symmetry across the central sternum was coded as absent (0) or present (1). 
13.6. Striae pattern at apices. Striae at the apices either followed the same pattern as 
striae in the central part of the valve (0), became irregular (1), or were radiate (2). 
13.7. Additional short striae at mantle margin dorsal. 
 
13.8. Additional short striae at mantle margin ventral. 
 
13.9. Additional short striae at mantle margin apical. In some taxa there are additional 
short striae interspersed between the regular striae on the copular margin of the 
valve mantle. These striae were not considered when determining variations in 
striae density between the valve face and the valve mantle. These striae were coded 
as either absent (0) or present (1) on the dorsal, ventral, or apical mantle margins. 
13.10. Valve face/mantle striae density. The ratio of striae density between the valve 
face and valve mantle was coded as either of equal densities (0), greater than one 
(i.e. higher striae density on the valve face) (1), or less than one (2). 
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13.11. Mantle striae disjunct from valve face striae. An offset in the striae path from 
the valve face to the valve mantle was coded as wither absent (0) or present (1). In 
taxa with asymmetry on the apical axis, if at least one valve margin had a disjunct 
striae path, the character was determined to be present. In Eunotioid taxa where the 
sternum was coincident with the mantle margin, this character was either coded in 
another section of the valve margin exclusive of the sternum, or was coded as (?). 
14. Valve Outline characters 
 
The valve outline set of characters includes features concerning the general shape 
and symmetry of the valve face including undulations, constrictions, and apical points. 
14.1. Symmetry about apical axis. 
 
14.2. Symmetry about transapical axis. Symmetry was evaluated on the outline of the 
valve face and did not take into account asymmetry in striae pattern, central area, or 
raphe curvature. Symmetry of the valve along the apical or transapical axes was 
coded as absent (0) or present (1). 
14.3. Dorsal/primary margin curvature. 
 
14.4. Ventral margin curvature. Curvature was evaluated as forming a straight line 
interior from the apical areas or inflations (0), convex from the apical inflations (1), 
concave between apical inflations (2), or variable within specimens or the size 
diminution series of the taxon (3). 
14.5. Dorsal undulations. 
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14.6. Ventral undulations. Undulations on the dorsal or ventral margins, exclusive of 
apical inflations, were coded as absent (0) or present (1). 
14.7. Dorsal and ventral margins aligned/parallel. Alignment of valve margins was 
either coded as absent (0) or present (1). Alignment was considered to be present if 
the valve margins were parallel in taxa such as Eunotia with convex dorsal and 
concave ventral margins, or if they were in reflection of each other for valves with 
pennate symmetry. Taxa with undulations or inflations that were out of series across 
the apical axis were coded as absent. 
14.8. Dorsal humpback "Notre Dame". 
 
14.9. Ventral humpback "Notre Dame". Several Actinella species possess a large 
protruding "shoulder" at the headpole with a sharp, acutely angled inflation 
extending beyond the "natural" valve apex. This character was coded as absent (0) or 
present (1). 
14.10. Ventral apical inflation. 
 
14.11. Dorsal apical inflation. The apical inflation character was coded as absent (0) or 
present (1). An apical inflation was defined as an expansion of the valve outline 
proximal to the either the central constriction or the narrowest part of the central 
valve outline. 
14.12. Ventral apical inflations symmetrical between apices. 
 
14.13. Dorsal apical inflations symmetrical between apices. Symmetry for apical 
inflations was coded as present (1) as opposed to absent (0), if the inflations were 
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identical in size in taxa with symmetry across the transapical axis. In taxa 
asymmetrical across the transapical axis, such as Actinella species with a wider 
headpole than footpole, the inflations were coded as symmetrical if they maintained 
the same proportional increase in size between poles. 
14.14. Apical point. The presence of an apical point was coded as either absent (0), 
only at the headpole (1), only at the footpole (2), or at both valve apices (3). An 
apical point is defined as a thin attenuation extending beyond the natural valve 
apex. 
14.15. Apical point position. Position of the apical point was coded as either dorsal (0), 
central (1) if it occurred precisely at the valve apex, or ventral (2). 
14.16. Apical point shape. The shape of the apical point was either coded as rostrate 
(0), capitate (1), or lanceolate (2). 
14.17. Apical curvature/reflexure. Curvature or reflexure of valve apices was 
evaluated by either a bend in the valve outline of both margins at the apices of taxa 
with apical symmetry, or by a bend in both apical outline and striae pattern in the 
same direction in Eunotioid taxa where overall valve curvature and apical inflations 
may have made evaluation of the apical shape alone ambiguous. This character was 
coded as either absent (0), curved dorsally (1), curved ventrally (2), or curved in 
opposite directions between valve apices, or sigmoid (3). 
14.19. Constriction interior to apical inflation/area. A constriction interior to the apical 
inflation or valve apex was coded as either absent (0) at the headpole only (1), at the 
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footpole only (2), or at both poles (3). A constriction was deemed present if there  
was a narrowing beyond the general valve outline trajectory of the central part of  
the valve face. Valves with an apical inflation were not necessarily coded as having a 
constriction as well. 
15. Z-outline characters 
 
Characters that involved an elevation of siliceous structures above the plane of the 
external or internal valve face were termed z-outline characters. 
15.1. Valve face colliculate. This character was coded as absent (0) if the valve face was 
generally flat or as present (1) if all or a portion of the valve face was colliculate. 
15.2. External striae depressed from interstriae region. 
 
15.3. Internal striae depressed from interstriae region. On the external or internal  
valve faces, the striae were coded as either flush with the valve face (0), or depressed 
from the interstriae region (1). Taxa that had large raised ribs externally in the 
interstriae region that were above the plane of the valve face (e.g. Semiorbis) were 
not necessarily coded as having depressed striae, as this would have caused a 
duplication in the coding of one feature. 
15.4. Internal silica plate/layer over interstriae region. Several taxa possessed a raised 
plate of silica that extended from the valve mantle margin, through the interstriae 
region, and to the central area of the valve; in these cases the internal silica plate was 
coded as present (2). Other taxa had smaller ribs of silica raised between the striae or 
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at the central sternum of the valve; these were coded as reduced (1). All other taxa 
were coded as absent (0). 
15.5. Virgae raised into large rib externally. The presence of large ribs in the external 
interstriae region (virgae) was coded as either absent (0) or present (1). 
15.6. External silica plate surrounding raphe over striae. This is described in character 
 
11.27 in the raphe characters set. 
 
15.7. FMJ ridge ventral. This character is described in character 4.3 in the FMJ 
characters set. 








Analysis of the constructed morphological data set was carried out using a cladistics 
analysis. Cladistics, or phylogenetic systematics, is a means of testing the evolutionary 
relationships between organisms. The goal of a cladistics analysis is to identify natural 
evolutionary groups of organisms based on the presence of shared characters that were 
derived from a common ancestral taxon. These shared derived characters are termed 
synapomorphies, and may then be used to describe, or diagnose, a taxonomic group. 
This does not imply that every member of a taxonomic group must contain a diagnostic 
character, as subsequent loss of a feature present in an ancestral organism may also 
account for the absence of a feature. 
The theory behind a cladistics analysis, as formalized by Hennig (1966) is that if we 
were to map all characters or features of all taxa in an analysis across all possible 
topologies of phylogenetic trees, the tree or trees with the fewest number of changes in 
character state from the root of the tree to all tips is the most likely to match the true 
evolutionary history of the group of organisms. To conduct a cladistic analysis, a matrix 
of character states is constructed for all taxa to be included in the analysis. This matrix 
may either consist of numerical scores for qualitative or quantitative morphological 
data, or nucleotide or amino acid sequences for molecular analysis. In many cases, more 
than one tree with the same least number of steps are returned from a tree search. In 
this case, a consensus tree can be constructed from all resulting trees. Consensus trees 
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can either be strict, so that a certain branching pattern must be present in all trees to be 
resolved in the consensus tree, or be a “majority rules” tree. In the majority rules tree, a 
branching pattern will be resolved in the consensus tree if more than a specified percent 
(generally 50%) of the source trees show an identical pattern. All consensus trees in this 
study were compiled using a >50% majority rules criterion. 
Since the theoretical introduction of phylogenetic systematics by Hennig, multiple 
statistical methods and search algorithms have been proposed and utilized to analyze 
character matrices. In this study, the maximum parsimony method (Hennig 1966) was 
used to search for trees. The most rigorous form of parsimony analysis would test every 
possible topological rearrangement of taxa into a phylogenetic tree to find the trees with 
the fewest number of changes in character state, or steps. This method quickly becomes 
prohibitively computationally intense as more taxa are added to the analysis. In such 
cases, search algorithms may be employed to approximate the results of an exhaustive 
search of all possible arrangements. In this study, a heuristic search was employed, 
which counts the number of steps, on a randomly generated “seed” tree, then performs 
rearrangements within the tree to look for improvements in tree length. This process is 
repeated hundreds of times, with only the shortest trees retained for comparison or 
consensus. 
As with all scientific endeavors, phylogenetic trees resulting from cladistic analysis 
become a hypothesis for the true evolutionary history for a taxonomic group, and 
therefore any analysis must be repeatable, testable, and falsifiable. The most basic 
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method for testing phylogenetic hypotheses is by adding new taxa or characters to the 
analysis and comparing the resulting phylogenetic trees for support or collapse of 
evolutionary divergences or clades. Other statistical and theoretical methods can also 
test the strength of the relationships between taxa in a tree by repetition of analysis or 
by introducing randomly generated data until a collapse in branching separation 
occurs. In this study, support values at the branching nodes in phylogenetic trees 
represent the percent of all most parsimonious trees that contain the same branching 
topology. Any divergence or branching event that did not achieve a minimum of 50% 
consensus is collapsed into an unresolved polytomy in the consensus tree. 
Given that phylogenetic systematics is based on the identification of 
synapomorphies that identify natural organismal groupings, an ancillary to this is the 
identification of homologies, which may be simply defined as differentiated features 
throughout a broad clade of organisms that are derived from the same structure 
(Hennig 1966, Patterson 1988). Homologous features may be distinguished from 
synapomorphies in the distance and differentiation from the ancestral, or plesiomorphic 
trait. While a synapomorphy is a recent, and generally largely unchanged, trait within a 
closely related group of organisms, a homology may refer to a more ancient structure 
that has differentiated into a new structure and function in the descendent organism, 
such as the adaptation of a bat wing from mammalian arm bones (Patterson 1988). 
One of the prevailing theories for the origin of the raphe is that it differentiated from 
the rimoportula; the true hypothesis here is that the raphe and the rimoportula are 
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homologous structures. Also under investigation is the hypothesis that the Eunotioid 
and Naviculoid raphes are homologous structures. Patterson (1988) describes three tests 
to determine whether two structures on different organisms are homologous. These are 
the tests of similarity, conjunction, and congruence. The first test, similarity, merely 
looks for a superficially similar appearance between the two structures in question. The 
second test, conjunction, asks whether the ancestral and derived (plesiomorphic and 
apomorphic) structures occur together within the same organism. If the plesiomorphic 
structure was coopted for a new purpose in the descendent organism, that structure 
would have been replaced with the new apomorphic feature. The third test outlined by 
Patterson is the test of congruence. This test looks at the purportedly homologous 
structure in a phylogenetic analysis taking into account many other (hopefully 
homologous) features. If the feature in question maintains a monophyletic distribution 
in a clade when other features are taken into consideration, homology can be accepted.  
Methods 
Upon completion and population of the taxon set and character matrix, phylogenetic 
analyses were carried out by compiling and exporting data matrices from Mesquite 
(Madison & Madison 2016) and running analyses using PAUP* Version 4 (Swofford 
2003). A heuristic search with a minimum of 400 replicates starting from random seeds 
was conducted using parsimony, which has been demonstrated to be the most effective 
and efficient tree-search algorithm for morphological data (Wiens & Hillis 1996). A 
majority rules tree with minimum 50% agreement was then created using all resulting 
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most parsimonious trees in Mesquite. A heuristic search was chosen because of a lack of 
computing power available to complete a more exhaustive search on the number of 
character state changes across every possible tree topology. As the number of trees is a 
factorial of the number of taxa included, a character trace analysis for 60! trees across 
multiple phylogenetic analyses surpassed the time and computing resources available. 
The choice of outgroup was particularly important in this study because of the  
broad evolutionary and morphological diversity of the taxa included in the analysis. An 
outgroup taxon establishes the basal set of characters for the phylogenetic analysis. 
More importantly, using an outgroup to root the phylogenetic tree tests the monophyly 
of the ingroup taxa. As one of the hypotheses being tested was whether the raphe is 
singularly or multiply derived, a diverse and extensive set of araphid taxa with an 
appropriate rooting was required. However, the inclusion of derived, polar centric 
diatoms (Hemidiscus, Eunotogramma) had a strong influence on the topology of the 
phylogenetic tree. Early iterations of the analysis used Hemidiscus as the root taxon. In 
these analyses, Hemidiscus was placed in a derived position within a clade of Eunotioid 
taxa as opposed to being more closely related to the basal araphid taxa. Rooting with 
this taxon greatly disrupted the topology of the tree. Similarly, the inclusion of 
Eunotogramma pulled several araphid taxa into derived positions within Eunotioid 
clades. 
Ultimately, Asterionellopsis glacialis was used to root the trees in all analyses. This 
taxon was chosen because of its position in other phylogenetic analyses as a basal taxon 
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in the first araphid pennate clade to diverge from the centric diatoms (Beals et al. 
unpublished data; supplemental file). The analysis used to inform rooting was a large 
molecular phylogeny constructed using three genes and approximately 250 taxa with 
sequence data available in GenBank. This is not to imply that molecular data are 
somehow superior or necessary to inform a morphological phylogeny. Depending on 
the goal of a research experiment and the scope of the analysis, morphological, 
ontogenetic, or molecular data may be appropriate data sources to express the 
evolutionary history of a group. Each of these data types has their own strengths and 
weaknesses. Molecular data are easy to acquire and generate for many common or 
abundant taxa and, more importantly, contains genes that are highly conserved across 
large, disparate taxonomic groups. Unfortunately, they are inaccessible for rare or fossil 
taxa, may present problems for alignment, and do not reflect reversals of nucleotide or 
amino acid changes. Morphological data are difficult and time-consuming to generate, 
but rare and fossil taxa are more easily analyzed, and allow for comparison of 
conserved or altered morphological features within a phylogenetic analysis. 
Ontogenetic data are perhaps the most difficult to acquire, but are an excellent resource 
for identifying deep evolutionary history within large classes of organisms. 
Accordingly, molecular data were used to inform the rooting decision for this 
morphological phylogeny as a broad phylogenetic analysis across all groups of diatoms 
was necessary to avoid making unfounded assumptions about major divergences in 
diatom lineages. For such an expansive, morphologically variable taxonomic set as all 
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diatoms, a molecular data set is more appropriate to capture characters that are 
conserved across such a lengthy evolutionary history. This is because molecular 
(nucleotide) data sets essentially have only four character states for every character 
(nucleotide position). Recent rapid expansion in molecular libraries has identified genes 
with varying rates of mutation to target taxonomic sets across varying timescales. As 
the evolutionary history of diatoms spans more than 100 my, highly conserved genes 
are the most appropriate character set for a broad analysis. 
Phylogenetic Analyses 
 
The final base character and taxon matrix contained 60 taxa that were scored on 124 
morphological characters. The initial analysis (Figure 4.1) shows generally good 
taxonomic separation within the Naviculoid and Eunotioid clades, but does a poor job 
of separating or placing Eunotioid taxa lacking a rimoportula or araphid taxa with 
arcuate valves or dorsiventral frustules. In this and many analyses, the araphid taxa 
were not well-resolved. This was a result of both the large number of (?) cells in taxa 
that were lacking a raphe (26 subsidiary characters), and in many cases a rimoportula 
(12 subsidiary characters), and also because the characters in the matrix were not 
written with the express intention of separating araphid taxa. Many araphid taxa have 
complex spines and areolae coverings, features which were not incorporated into the 
character set. The intention of the analysis was to construct a phylogeny for the 
Eunotioid taxa and place them within a larger phylogenetic context. Thus, the cost of 
including characters that would separate the araphid taxa but would decrease 
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resolution within the raphid taxa with additional (?) cells for these taxa was deemed too 
high. Within the Naviculoid clade, the genus Navicula is placed basal to other taxa, 
which is not expected based on previous phylogenies. As Navicula and many of the 
araphid taxa included in the analysis share symmetry about the apical axis, while the 
other Naviculoid taxa are apically asymmetrical, it seems likely that this character is 
exerting a large influence on the analysis. Likewise, several araphid taxa with 
rimoportulae are placed in derived positions within the Eunotioid clades, which would 
indicate multiple raphe loss in these taxa. These taxa also share a similar valve outline 
and frustule symmetry with the Eunotioid taxa. 
Although this initial phylogeny contained some faults or inconsistencies with prior 
analyses, it does achieve good taxonomic separation. Additionally, it separates the 
Eunotioid taxa into several clades, thus rendering the genus Eunotia paraphyletic. There 
is a strongly supported clade containing Actinella, Actinellopsis, and Peronia, as well as 
three rhombic and heteropolar Eunotia/Actinella taxa. (Actinella goodwinii and A. hickeyi 
were recently described and placed in the genus Actinella (Siver et al. 2015), but lack 
several defining features of the genus including spines and the occurrence of 





Figure 4.1 Majority rules consensus tree based on original 124 characters (116 
parsimony informative included in analysis) and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 35 most 
parsimonious trees. Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those 
without rimoportulae are in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, 
and those without rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support 
for branching among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
The next analysis conducted modified the raphe presence/absence character (11.1) 
in several ways. First, the reduced biraphid character state was combined with the 
raphid character state. Several taxa that are consistently placed in the Eunotioid clades 
within Eunotiophycidae. The collapse of states 1 and 2 eliminated the need for these (?) 
cells. Secondly, the raphe character was split into two features, namely the absence or 




Figure 4.2 Majority rules consensus tree of the analysis coding the raphe as internal 
and external fissures with the raphe reduced and present characters merged. Analysis 
was based on 125 characters and 60 taxa and resulted in 26 most parsimonious trees. 
Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without 
rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching 
among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
(Colliculoamphora, Eunophora, Peronia) were coded with (?) in the original analysis 
because they have more substantial raphe systems than the remainder of the taxa 
Talaroneis, and Dimeregrammopsis to be considered as possessing an external fissure that 
was homologous with the external opening of a raphe slit. The resulting analysis of 60 
taxa and 125 characters generated 26 most parsimonious trees (Figure 4.2). This 
alternate coding of the raphe into separate fissures resulted in a more realistic 
separation of the Eunotioid and Naviculoid taxa, but emphasized the lack of separation 
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in the araphid taxa that was masked by the distribution of these taxa throughout the 
raphid clades in the first analysis. 
The next analyses conducted were 15 analyses where each category or set of 
characters was “turned off” to attempt to determine which features exhibited the 
strongest phylogenetic signal or had the greatest influence on the topology of the tree. 
The first character set turned off was the central nodule characters category (Chapter III, 
section 1), which contains one feature. The data matrix contained 60 taxa and 124 
characters. The heuristic search of this matrix resulted in 344 most parsimonious trees 
(Figure 4.3), a nearly 10-fold increase over the original analysis (Figure 4.1). The 
exclusion of this single character had little effect on the ordering of taxa in the 
phylogenetic tree. The Naviculoid taxa are the only taxonomic group that possesses a 
central nodule, and the omission of this character seemed to add clade separation  





Figure 4.3 Majority rules consensus tree excluding central nodule characters based on 
124 characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 344 most parsimonious trees. Araphid 
taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are in gray. 
Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching among all most- 
parsimonious trees. 
 
The next group of characters that were excluded were the central sternum characters 
(Chapter III, section 2). This character group excluded five characters, resulting in a data 
matrix with 119 characters and 60 taxa and generating 21 most parsimonious trees 
(Figure 4.4). The omission of this character set caused several of the formerly distinct 
Eunotioid clades to merge and ladderize into one another. In this analysis the two 
Falcula taxa and two Colliculoamphora taxa separated into different clades as well. Within 
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the Naviculoid and araphid taxa, there was a loss of separation that also left Navicula 
 




Figure 4.4 Majority rules consensus tree excluding central sternum characters based 
on 119 characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 21 most parsimonious trees. 
Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without 
rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching 
among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
The third set of characters excluded was the costae and fibulae characters (Chapter 
III, section 3). This set included 3 characters, leaving 122 characters and 60 taxa in the 
data matrix and generating 52 most parsimonious trees (Figure 4.5). Once again, there 
was little change in the grouping of araphid taxa, although several of the more derived 
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taxa collapsed into an unresolved polytomy. The tree also separated Colliculoamphora 
reichardtiana, Amphicampa, Semiorbis, and Bicudoa from the other basal Eunotioid clade, 




Figure 4.5 Majority rules consensus tree excluding costae and fibulae characters based 
on 122 characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 52 most parsimonious trees. 
Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without 
rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching 
among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
The next analysis excluded the six face-mantle junction characters (Chapter III, 
section 4), leaving 119 characters and 60 taxa in the analysis and resulting in 6 most 
parsimonious trees (Figure 4.6). The consensus tree had one basal Eunotioid clade with 
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Colliculoamphora, Amphicampa, and Semiorbis, and two larger clades of the remaining 
Eunotioid and several araphid taxa. Once again the two Falcula taxa were separated into 




Figure 4.6 Majority rules consensus tree excluding face-mantle junction characters 
based on 119 characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 6 most parsimonious trees. 
Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without 
rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching 
among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
The fifth analysis included 117 characters and excluded seven frustule architecture 
characters (Chapter III, section 5). The heuristic analysis resulted in 487 most 







Figure 4.7 Majority rules consensus tree excluding frustule architecture characters 
based on 117 characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 487 most parsimonious trees. 
Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without 
rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching among 
all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
The next analysis excluded three girdle band characters (Chapter III, section 6). 
 
Analysis included 60 taxa and 122 characters. A heuristic search generated 1080 most 





Figure 4.8 Majority rules consensus tree excluding girdle band characters based on 
122 characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 1080 most parsimonious trees. 
Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without 
rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching 
among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
Next the valve mantle characters were excluded (five characters, Chapter III, section 
7). The heuristic search included 120 characters over 60 taxa and returned 80 most 





Figure 4.9 Majority rules consensus tree excluding mantle characters based on 120 characters 
and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 80 most parsimonious trees. Araphid taxa with a 
rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are in gray. Raphid taxa with 
rimoportulae are in black type, and those without rimoportulae are in red. Node labels 
indicate the percent support for branching among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
The eighth set of characters excluded was the ornamentation group, which consisted 
of seven characters (Chapter III, section 7). The heuristic search of the remaining 118 





Figure 4.10 Majority rules consensus tree excluding valve ornamentation characters 
based on 118 characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 4 most parsimonious trees. 
Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without 
rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching 
among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
Apical pore field characters (Chapter III, section 9) were the next group excluded 
from the matrix for analysis. After the omission of six apical pore field characters 119 
characters were included in the analysis and 27 most parsimonious trees were returned 





Figure 4.11 Majority rules consensus tree excluding apical pore field characters based 
on 119 characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 27 most parsimonious trees. 
Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without 
rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching 
among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
The tenth set of characters excluded were the twelve punctae characters (Chapter III, 






Figure 4.12 Majority rules consensus tree excluding punctae characters based on 111 
characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 4 most parsimonious trees. Araphid taxa 
with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are in gray. 
Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching among all most- 
parsimonious trees. 
 
The next analysis excluded 27 raphe characters (Chapter III, section 11), leaving 94 





Figure 4.13 Majority rules consensus tree excluding raphe characters based on 94 
characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 144 most parsimonious trees. Araphid 
taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are in gray. 
Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching among all most- 
parsimonious trees. 
 
Rimoportulae characters were the next group excluded from the analysis. This set 
omitted 13 characters (Chapter III, section 12), leaving 112 characters in the analysis. A 





Figure 4.14 Majority rules consensus tree excluding rimoportulae characters based on 
112 characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 112 most parsimonious trees. Araphid 
taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are in gray. 
Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching among all most- 
parsimonious trees. 
 
The next analysis excluded 11 striae characters (Chapter III, section 13) and resulted 






Figure 4.15 Majority rules consensus tree excluding striae characters based on 114 
characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 8 most parsimonious trees. Araphid taxa 
with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are in gray. 
Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching among all most- 
parsimonious trees. 
 
The fourteenth set of characters omitted from the analysis were 19 valve outline 
characters (Chapter III, section 14). The analysis included 107 total characters and 





Figure 4.16 Majority rules consensus tree excluding valve outline characters based on 
107 characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 63 most parsimonious trees. Araphid 
taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are in gray. 
Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching among all most- 
parsimonious trees. 
 
The last set of characters excluded were the 8 Z-outline characters (Chapter III, 
section 15), leaving 117 characters in the final analysis, which resulted in 40 most 





Figure 4.17 Majority rules consensus tree excluding Z-outline characters based on 117 
characters and 60 taxa. Analysis resulted in 40 most parsimonious trees. Araphid taxa 
with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are in gray. 
Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without rimoportulae are 
in red. Node labels indicate the percent support for branching among all most- 
parsimonious trees. 
 
In order to fine-tune this phylogeny to be more consistent with previous 
phylogenies, several modifications to the characters and their weights were performed. 
Types of modifications included omission of characters with CI and RI values, 
combining or truncating raphe and rimoportulae characters to reduce the number of 
subsidiary characters, splitting raphe characters into Eunotioid and Naviculoid sets, 
and reweighting characters in PAUP. The first modified analysis was a simple 
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reweighting of the data in which the raphe was coded as internal and external fissures 
(Figure 4.2). The reweighted analysis (Figure 4.18) resulted in a transition through 
Bicudoa and Amphicampa to the Naviculoid and Eunotioid clades of taxa, as well as the 




Figure 4.18 Majority rules consensus tree of a reweighted analysis coding the raphe as 
internal and external fissures to include araphid taxa. Analysis was based on 125 
characters and 60 taxa and resulted in 3 most parsimonious trees. Araphid taxa with a 
rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are in gray. Raphid taxa 
with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without rimoportulae are in red. Node 
labels indicate the percent support for branching among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
While all of these data manipulations yielded slight changes in topography and 
resolution in the resulting phylogenetic trees, none of them placed the Eunotioid taxa as 
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basal to the Naviculoid taxa. Rather, they indicate that minimally the two raphid 
subclasses of diatoms diverged from a common “proto-raphid” ancestor. Maximally, 
these results do not exclude or refute the hypothesis of separate raphe origins for the 
Eunotioid and Naviculoid diatoms. 
As many analyses conducted in this study contained araphid taxa at the base of or 
contained within the Naviculoid and Eunotioid clades separately, a set of analyses was 
conducted where the raphe in each group was coded in a completely separate set of 
non-homologous characters. The raphid characters were duplicated with one set for the 
Naviculoid raphe, and one for the Eunotioid raphe. Several characters that were 
obviously not applicable to one set of taxa were immediately deleted (e.g. raphe 
associated with central sternum (character 2.2/11.25) from the Naviculoid raphe 
characters). Based on their placement in prior analyses, the external fissure in Talaroneis 
was coded within the Naviculoid raphe character set, while the fissure in 
Pseudohimantidium was coded within the Eunotioid raphe set. Additionally, since 
several prior analyses placed taxa within the genera Eunophora and Colliculoamphora 
within the Naviculoid clade as opposed to the Eunotioid clade, taxa in these genera 
were coded with (?) for all raphe characters to avoid making assumptions regarding 
their raphe plan. The analysis resulted in little change within the Eunotioid clades 
compared to prior analyses, however, a more clear separation of two araphid clades 





Figure 4.19 Majority rules consensus tree when the Eunotioid and Naviculoid raphes 
are coded as separate non-homologous characters. Analysis was based on 149 
characters and 59 taxa and resulted in 8 most parsimonious trees. Araphid taxa with a 
rimoportula are in blue type, and those without rimoportulae are in gray. Raphid taxa 
with rimoportulae are in black type, and those without rimoportulae are in red. Node 
labels indicate the percent support for branching among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
One drawback of coding the raphe characters as two separate sets was the drastic 
increase in (?) cells for all taxa in the analysis. The first tree search using this matrix 
returned a tree with a gradual gradient from araphid taxa, through Naviculoid taxa, 
through the epizoic raphid taxa and Eunophora, to the remainder of the Eunotioid 
clades, which did retain a good deal of resolution (Figure 4.19). In an attempt to remove 
some of the (?) cells from the analysis, all characters (14 total characters) with a  
retention index (RI) equal to zero were removed from a subsequent analysis (Figure 
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4.20). This resulted in a slight restoration of separation between several of the 
Naviculoid taxa, however it did little to regain any separation between araphid, 
Naviculoid, and Eunotioid clades. 
 
Figure 4.20 Majority rules consensus tree when the Eunotioid and Naviculoid raphes 
are coded as separate non-homologous characters and all characters with RI=0 
excluded. Analysis was based on 105 characters and 59 taxa and resulted in 4 most 
parsimonious trees. Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those 
without rimoportulae are in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, 
and those without rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support 
for branching among all most-parsimonious trees. 
 
While the omission of the characters with RI=0 had a slight restoration in resolution, 
separation of clades was still far inferior to prior analyses with the introduction of the 
separate sets of Naviculoid and Eunotioid raphe characters. Aside from the subsidiary 
raphe characters, which contained the bulk of the (?) cells that contributed to the loss of 
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resolution in the araphid taxa especially, the rimoportulae subsidiary characters were 
the next largest set that added (?) cells to many taxa in the analysis. A re-evaluation of 
the initial coding of these characters was undertaken to combine, and ultimately reduce 
the number of characters in this set. Resulting from this evaluation was the combination 
of characters 12.1 and 12.2, and the collapse of characters 12.4-12.6 into one character, 
 
 
Figure 4.21 Majority rules consensus tree when the Eunotioid and Naviculoid raphes 
are coded as separate non-homologous characters and several rimoportulae characters 
are combined. Analysis was based on 138 characters and 59 taxa and resulted in 58 
most parsimonious trees. Araphid taxa with a rimoportula are in blue type, and those 
without rimoportulae are in gray. Raphid taxa with rimoportulae are in black type, 
and those without rimoportulae are in red. Node labels indicate the percent support 
for branching among all most-parsimonious trees. 
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thus reducing the number of rimoportulae characters from 13 to 10. These character 
modifications were incorporated into the previous data set separating the two raphe 
plans. This modification resulted in a small increase in resolution over the first 
duplicated raphe analysis (Figure 4.19), but still resulted in a largely graded tree from 
the basal taxa to the separation of the Eunotioid clade (Figure 4.21). Reweighting of the 
character by PAUP resulted in an additional increase in resolution, but still left a 
gradient to the Eunotioid taxa (Figure 4.22). 
 
Figure 4.22 Reweighted majority rules consensus tree when the Eunotioid and 
Naviculoid raphes are coded as separate non-homologous characters and several 
rimoportulae characters are combined. Analysis was based on 138 characters and 59 
taxa and resulted in 3 most parsimonious trees. 
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To further reduce the number of characters included in the analysis to alleviate the 
loss of resolution resulting from the large number of (?) cells within the araphid and 
Naviculoid taxa, all characters with both an RI and a consistency index (CI) less than 0.3 




Figure 4.23 Majority rules consensus tree with the elimination of all characters with 
both CI and RI less than 0.3 from the prior analysis (Figure 4.22). Analysis was based 





Figure 4.24 Reweighted tree with the elimination of all characters with both CI and RI 
less than 0.3 from the prior analysis (Figure 4.22). Analysis was based on 102 




Analyses conducted here constitute a significant advancement in the understanding 
of phylogenetic relationships within the diatom subclass Eunotiophycidae. These data 
reject one hypothesis concerning the origin of the raphe: that Peronia is the basal raphid 
taxon to all raphid diatoms (Hustedt 1926, Burliga et al. 2013). While different character 
and taxon sets did have a sometimes drastic effect on the placement of some taxa in the 
phylogenetic analyses, Peronia taxa were remarkably stable in their highly derived 
position within the Eunotiophycidae. The specialized raphe and rimoportula system in 
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Peronia species represents an extreme modification of the Eunotioid raphe plan. 
Additionally, it appears implausible to place Peronia into a transitional position between 
the Eunotioid and Naviculoid taxa, or to predict that Naviculoid taxa evolved from 
highly derived Eunotioid taxa. 
The hypothesis that Amphicampa is a basal taxon within the Eunotioid diatoms 
(Kolbe 1956) cannot be definitively evaluated within the current study. This taxon 
seemed to be especially sensitive to the character and taxon sampling included in 
varying iterations of the data matrix. While it consistently fell within a basal clade of 
Eunotioid diatoms, its position was variable within one or more clades there. Likewise, 
the hypothesis concerning the fusion of the row of rimoportulae in Pseudohimantidium 
(Simonsen 1970) cannot be definitively refuted or supported within the current data set. 
This taxon was also inconsistently placed in disparate clades as modifications to the 
data matrix were applied, from a close association with other epizoic marine taxa 
(Falcula), Eunotioid taxa, or Amphoroid taxa that share a similar valve outline and 
frustule architecture. This may indicate either that this taxon is distantly related to all 
other taxa and can not be closely placed within any clade represented here, or that the 
character coding scheme does not include sufficient features to identify the proper 
placement of this taxon. 
Additionally, they indicate that the genus Eunotia is polyphyletic and likely 
constitutes three or more separate genera. The number of clades and distribution of taxa 
within these clades did show some variability when the analysis was carried out using 
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different taxa and characters. However, a derived clade with the rhombic Eunotia 
species (Eunotia papilioforma, Actinella goodwinii, Actinella hickeyi), Actinella, Actinellopsis, 
and Peronia was very stable and consistent in its placement in all analyses. Additional 
taxon sampling and character set modification will likely result in a more stable 
phylogeny for some of the basal Eunotioid clades that will allow for their diagnosis into 
monophyletic genera. 
This study also provides insight into the characters that may be the most informative 
for differentiating diatom species by shared evolutionary history. For example, the 
removal of frustule architecture, girdle, and mantle characters all had a similar resulting 
loss in resolution, particularly in the Eunotioid clades. It has previously been suggested 
(Mayama 2001) that mantle and girdle features may be informative in Eunotia species, 
however images and descriptions of valve features beyond the valve face are still sparse 
in the diatom literature. Character sets such as apical pore field, valve ornamentations, 
and punctae, while absent or not considerably variable in Eunotioid taxa, still exerted a 
strong phylogenetic signal on the topography of clades within the Euntoiophycidae. 
This is seemingly a result of poor separation between the root taxon and basal araphid 
diatoms, which in turn insufficiently anchors ancestral character states for the more 
derived raphid taxa. This suggests that increased taxon sampling, and increased 
resolution within the araphid taxa already included in the analysis, would have a 
positive impact on the stability of and support for phylogenetic analyses. Features 
exclusive to araphid taxa, such as specialized areolae, punctae coverings, or modified 
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spines, were excluded from the character matrix to reduce the number of (?) cells in the 
raphid taxa. However, Poe and Wiens (2000) suggest that including a character with as 
many as 75% of the cells scored with a (?) will still increase the phylogenetic accuracy of 
a cladistic analysis. 
Additionally, this study achieved excellent taxonomic resolution and separation to 
the specific level without the inclusion of any overtly quantitative characters. This 
makes a powerful statement about the way that diatom species should be diagnosed 
and identified. Typically, the first feature reported or observed in the description or 
identification of a species are its length, width, and striae density of the valve face. 
These features are all heavily influenced by morphological variation over the size 
diminution of asexually dividing diatoms, and by ecophenotypic plasticity. More stable 
qualitative characters, or quantitative characters that are expressed as a comparative 
ratio between two features of one specimen or population, are much more informative 
for both proper identification of taxa and for evolutionary analysis of morphological 
features. 
While this study was informative about the phylogeny of raphid diatoms, it was 
unable to conclusively identify the first raphid lineage of diatoms or confirm or refute 
hypotheses concerning the monophyly of the raphid diatoms. This may be due to 
insufficient resolution within the araphid diatoms, undersampling of the raphid 
diatoms, or incorrect assumptions in character coding. As the character set in this 
analysis was much more robust than any prior morphological analysis of diatoms, 
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character identification played a large role in this study. The inclusion of many 
characters that are generally accepted as homoplastic, such as striae or areolae pattern 
and valve outline, contributed a large number of characters that added “noise” to the 
data set. While many of these characters were ultimately down-weighted or omitted 
(for the analyses where characters with both CI and RI<0.3 were excluded), they may 
have masked informative features from truly homologous characters. 
Future Research 
 
The most significant product of this study was the generation of the 
morphological character matrix for Eunotioid diatoms. This extensive character analysis 
contributed to both the phylogenetic knowledge of raphid diatoms and to the 
identification of features that provide significant insight into the evolution within the 
subclass Eunotiophycidae. The most powerful component of the data set is that it can be 
modified to test assumptions of character homology or monophyly, or expanded to 
include characters relevant to other closely related morphological or phylogenetic 
groups. Additionally, the existing character set can be used to perform analyses with 
different taxonomic sets to test other hypotheses. For example, a future analysis will 
include taxa from specific geographic regions to investigate biogeographic distributions 
of Eunotioid diatoms. 
Future research will include more detailed analysis of the identification of 
homologous and homoplasious characters using both qualitative comparisons of 
different phylogenetic analyses, and quantitative comparison of CI, RI, and reweighted 
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character values. A further refinement of araphid diatom characters will also be 
conducted. This will serve the dual purposes of a potential increase in resolution in the 
raphid diatom clades as well as a practical test of the trade-off between adding more 
informative characters with many missing data values for taxa in the analysis. 
Additionally, a re-examination of how the taxa included in the current analysis reflects 
the overall morphological diversity within the Eunotioid diatoms will be undertaken to 
identify potentially under-sampled or un-sampled clades in the Eunotiophycidae. 
Analyses targeting specific biogeographic regions will also be conducted. Ultimately, 
the discovery and inclusion of new taxonomic diversity into the analysis will reinforce 
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Images of Actinella mirabilis, Eunotia Japan sp. Small serrate, and Eunotia sp. Nukui 
shrine large are included here. These images were used to code morphological features 
for these three taxa. Material for Actinella mirabilis was collected on Feb. 1 1963 by G. 
Eiten, L. Eiten and Gil. M. from “Amazonas, Municipio do Manaus: in the forest reserve 
‘Reserva Ducke’, about 30 km from Manaus on the Manaus-Itacoatiara road. Near main 
house. Alga in brook.” Material originated from collections ANSP GCM10259(5285b-c). 
Materials from Eunotia Japan sp. Small serrate were collected 20 July 2015 from Tanbara 
Highlands, Gunma Prefecture, Japan by J. Beals. Materials for Eunotia sp. Nukui shrine 
large were collected 21 June 2015 from Nukui Shrine pond, Koganei-shi, Tokyo 






























Figure A.6 External views of Eunotia sp. Nukui shrine large. 
